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Abstract

...............................................................................
Inland Waterway Transport
Inland waterway transport has a great potential to play an important
role for the transport of goods in Europe. Compared to road transport,
river transport is not confronted with congestion and capacity
problems. The European inland waterways are underused. They could
handle much greater volumes of traffic than at present.
Within inland waterway transport, information is shared and re-used by
many parties. At present most of this information has to be submitted
various times by several applications to the relevant parties. In this
transport sector there is a need for simplification and harmonization in
the information flow.
The concept of River Information Services (RIS) aims to facilitate in this
process. The importance of a River Information Services is also
addressed in other European and national policies. With the
implementation of RIS and the harmonization of the information flow,
trade in the sector becomes more efficient and safe.
River Information Services means the harmonised information services
to support traffic and transport management in inland navigation,
including interfaces to other transport modes (PIANC, 2002).
The importance of RIS for a safe and efficient inland shipping sector is
adopted by the EU. To ensure a Pan-European implementation of RIS, a
RIS Directive has been developed to create a basis for implementation
of the total RIS concept. The Member States must implement the
following services: Notices to skippers, Electronic Chart Display and
information System for inland navigation (Inland ECDIS), Electronic ship
reporting and Vessel tracking and tracing systems.
Objective of this thesis
The objective of this thesis is to make recommendations which type of
Access Control model fits the concept of River Information Services
best, hereby taking into account the form of collaboration and the
principles for processing personal data.
Research questions
The RIS Directive is aimed to only waterway authorities to realize the
earlier mentioned implementations. Use of RIS by the Inland Waterway
sector is not mandatory; there is no legal basis to do so (yet). The only
way presently, for RIS to reach its objectives, is that users will
voluntarly use the RIS services. The partners involved in inland
waterway transport must trust the agreements made when sharing
information, and thereby build a relationship of confidence.
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Access control (AC) is a method to protect information, such as privacy
and commercially valuable information, and support collaboration
between the actors.
In order to answer the research question, the following sub-questions
need to be answered:
§ What forms of dependencies exist between collaborating
parties?
§ What type of coordination suits these dependencies best?
§ What is privacy?
§ What are the criteria, based on European Legislation, for
processing personal data?
§ What is access control?
§ What types of access control models exist?
§ What are the criteria for using these types of access control
models?
Methods applied
The sub-questions will be answered by conducting a literature research,
which will be complemented with interviews with experts on River
Information Services and access control.
The main results
This research has identified three types of dependencies between
collaborating parties, namely pooled sequential and reciprocal
interdependency. Each form of interdependency has its own best
suiting coordination mechanism;
§ For pooled interdependency coordination through
standardization suits best;
§ For sequential interdependency coordination by schemes and
planning is best;
§ And for reciprocal interdependency mutual adjustment is the
best coordination mechanism.
Each of these coordination mechanisms demands other aspects in the
access control model:
§ Standardization is best supported by a role-based access control
model with central administration of authorizations,
§ Schemes and planning requires a business rule based access
control model and
§ Mutual adjustment needs the flexibility of discretionary access
control with decentralized administration of authorization.
Each form of coordination, and therefore access control, is more
complex than the previous. The chosen access control model and
administration of authorization should support the dependencies for
which they protect information.
Processing of personal data can only be done in compliance with the
Data Protective Directive. There are three principles in which personal
data may be processed; Transparency, Legitimate purpose and
Proportionality.
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This research has found three types of access control models;
§ Mandatory Access Control (MAC),
§ Discretionary Access Control (DAC) and
§ Role-based Access Control (RBAC).
With MAC, one has to choose to protect either the integrity or the
confidentially of the information. DAC is proper when sharing of
information is more important than protection of information. In RBAC
rights and permissions are assigned to roles rather than to individual
users. Users are made members of roles and thereby obtain
permissions. A user, assigned to a role, can only perform actions which
are granted to the role.
A big advantage of RBAC over MAC and DAC is the simplicity of
administrative support: roles vary less than users. The RBAC reference
model is defined in terms of four model components: Core RBAC,
Hierarchical RBAC, Static Separation of Duty Relations, and finally
Dynamic Separation of Duty Relations.
Conclusion
This study has shown that the forms of collaboration require protection
of the integrity, confidentiality of the shared (or re-used) information
and protection of privacy of the involved actors. Violation of these
concepts will lead to conflicts and therefore must be prevented.
Mandatory and Discretionary Access Control Models (MAC and DAC)
are not suitable; MAC is only capable of protecting either integrity or
confidentiality, DAC cannot protect the confidentiality of information.
A Role Based Access Control Model (RBAC) is capable of protecting all
of these interests; RBAC can implement business rules to protect the
interests. The business rules can be used in order to set the permissions
for the various services in order to prevent actors to send the
information to third parties. With the use of static separation of duties
actors cannot be made member of other roles and thereby prevent
conflicts of interest.
The conclusion of this thesis is formulated as:
The research has found that a Role Based Access Control Model suits
the concept of River Information Services best.
Recommendations
Rijkswaterstaat, as major stakeholder, can take action towards
implementation of the proposed model. The following actions can be
done:
§ This thesis has focused on an access control model. Access
Control is just a part of information security. It is not a
complete solution for securing information systems (Sandhu
and Samarati, 1994 and 1996). It must be complemented with
auditing. Further research could be performed to investigate
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§

12

what type of audit fits designed access control model for River
Information Services.
Action should be taken to define the specifications for
implementing the proposed model. The specifications should
take the following into account: type of platform and the
relationship with the applications.
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1. Introduction
...............................................................................
This chapter will map out the architecture of inland waterway
transport, by addressing the process of Inland Waterway Transport, the
information that supports this process and the services that support the
information flow. Furthermore this chapter will describe the concept of
River Information Services, the RIS Directive and the implementation
challenges RIS is faced with. Finally this chapter will address the
research objective and the research method.

1.1

Inland Waterway Transport

Inland waterway transport has a great potential to play an important
role for the transport of goods in Europe. In 2001 the modal share of
river (and canal) transport was only 7% (ton-kilometer) of the total
inland transport in the European Union (European Communities, 2001).
This is only a small share and must be improved to cope with the
increasing congestion on the European roads. Its share in the
Netherlands is much bigger, inland waterway transport share is around
35% (AVV, 2005). Compared to road transport, river transport is not
confronted with congestion and capacity problems. The European
inland waterways are underused. They could handle much greater
volumes of traffic than at present. If a modal shift in favour of inland
waterway transport takes place, the sector will face some problems
such as longer waiting times at bridges and locks and an increased
shortage of qualified personal. Rijkswaterstaat will be solving the
foreseen infrastructure bottlenecks in the coming years (AVV, 2005).
Logistic partners involved in inland waterway transport require up to
date information in order to optimize their own processes, this
information is presently not always available.
In its White Paper “European Transport Policy for 2010: time to
decide”, the European Commission proposes a modal shift as one of its
policy targets (CEC, 2006). Furthermore the White Paper (CEC, 2006,
p.40) says:
“Intra-Community maritime transport and inland waterway transport
are two key components of intermodality which must provide a means
of coping with the growing congestion of road and rail infrastructure
and of tackling air pollution. Up until now these two modes have been
underused, and have virtually unlimited transport capacity. The way to
revive them is to build motorways of the sea and offer efficient,
simplified services. To help to establish this trans-European shipping
network, priority should be given at national level to ports which have
good connections to the inland network, particularly along the Atlantic
and Mediterranean coasts, and which could form part of an authentic
logistics chain.”
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Within inland waterway transport various actors are involved. The
actors can be divided into two groups. The first group, the private
sector, of actors is directly involved in the actual transport of goods,
such as skippers, terminals, freight brokers, fleet managers and supply
forwarders. The second group of actors, the public sector, is related to
public tasks, such as safety and law enforcement. These actors are
sluice operators, VTS operators, waterway managers, port managers
and the water police.

1.2

Harmonization of Information

In various inquiries (i.e. AVV, 2004a, 2004b) skippers revealed their
need for information from the government. The requested information
is mostly related for the purpose of voyage planning. Efficient voyage
planning requires information such as:
§ Electronic navigation charts (including updates)
§ Water depths and (present and future) water levels of the
fairway
§ And information such as:
o Long time and temporary obstruction in the fairway
o Restrictions caused by flood and ice
o Short term changes of lock and bridge operating times
o Physical limitations on waterways, bridges and locks
o Navigational rules and regulations
The research (AVV, 2004a) also showed other aspects, such as:
§ Freedom and independency are important issues for inland
waterway skippers.
§ Skippers do not wish to be limited in their freedom and
independency by the government.
§ 80% Percent of the skippers own the vessel.
§ Family of skippers live usually on board
Within inland waterway transport, information is shared and re-used by
many parties. At present most of this information has to be submitted
various times by several applications to the relevant parties. In this
transport sector there is a need for simplification and harmonization in
the information flow.
The concept of River Information Services (RIS) aims to facilitate in this
process. To facilitate means to make things easy or easier. With the
implementation of RIS and the harmonization of the information flow,
trade in the sector becomes more efficient and safe. The burden on the
resources of companies in the sector can be used more efficiently.
Benefits of this efficiency can be the reduction of paperwork and
improvements in resource planning. This can even lead to paperless
navigation in the sector.
The United Nations Centre for Trade Facilitation and Electronic
Business, short for UN/CEFACT’s mission is to improve the ability of
business, trade and administrative organizations. UN/CEFACT
recommendation 33 addresses the problem of inefficient information
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flows by establishing a so-called Single Window (UNECE, 2005). With a
single window, information needs only to be submitted once.
UN/CEFACT recognizes that successful implementation of a single
window depends on political will of governments and authorities as
well as the full support and participation of the transport sector. Preconditions for success are for instance the existence of a legal
framework, respect for privacy and security of commercially valuable
information.
The River Information Services Directive provides the legal framework:
it urges governments to implement some services, as described in the
next paragraph. By implementing the Directive only a part of the
information flow is harmonized, and use of the services is not
obligatory. The inland waterway transport sector welcomes the concept
of RIS, however if privacy and commercially valuable information are
not protected, RIS will not reach its intended objectives.

1.3

River Information Services

River Information Services means the harmonised information services
to support traffic and transport management in inland shipping,
including interfaces to other transport modes (PIANC 2002).
1.3.1.
History of RIS
Representatives of governments of European countries and of
international organisations having an interest in inland waterway
transport met in Rotterdam in September 2001. The meeting led to the
so-called Declaration of Rotterdam (Rotterdam, 2001). The declaration
aims at the following objectives:
§ To encourage the growth of inland waterway transport and
increase its share in the transport of goods;
§ To further improve the sustainability, safety and efficiency of
inland waterway transport;
§ To create a transparent and integrated Pan-European inland
waterway transport market based on the principles of
reciprocity, freedom of navigation, fair competition and equal
treatment of the users of inland waterways.
In order to achieve these objectives the representatives agreed on the
necessity of a Pan-European River Information Service. RIS will support
traffic and transport management on inland waterways in Europe. By
improving the transport and logistic information that underpins
transport and logistical management, the inland navigation transport
mode will become a more competitive modality (AVV, 2003).
The importance of a River Information services is also addressed in
other European and national policies:
§ White Paper, European transport policy for 2010: time to
decide (EC, 2001)
§ NAIADES: An Integrated European Action Programme for
Inland Waterway Transport (CEC, 2006)
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§
§

Policy Document: Nota Mobiliteit Towards reliable and
predictable accessibility
Policy Document: Nota Betrouwbaar op de Vaarweg (AVV,
2005)

The concept of RIS is developed in several R&D programmes. Public
and private companies worked together all over Europe. More
information about the history of RIS can be read in Annex 6.
1.3.2.
Final Product of RIS
In the RIS concept eight different so-called RIS Services have been
defined (PIANC, 2001). The services are divided into traffic related and
transport related services. The first four services are traffic related, the
other services are transport related.
The first service is defined as Fairway Information. Fairway Information
contains information regarding the waterway that is required by RIS
users to plan, execute and monitor a voyage. This information can be
geographical (electronic navigation charts), hydrological (water level
predictions) and administrative (notices to skippers) of nature. FIS
contains no data on vessel movements. Fairway Information is one-way
information: shore to ship or shore to office.
Traffic Information is the second defined service. This can be divided
into Tactical and Strategic traffic information.
Tactical Traffic Information (TTI) is the information affecting the
skipper’s or the VTS operator’s immediate decisions with respect to
navigation in the actual, short term, traffic situation and the close
geographic surroundings. It allows the skipper to make navigational
arrangements with other vessels. A tactical traffic image contains
(geographical) position information and specific vessel information of
all targets detected by radar and presented on an electronic
navigational chart. This can be the name of the vessel, speed, direction
and possibly its cargo (if a transponder is used). TTI (Figure 1) may be
provided on board of a vessel or in a VTS centre.
...............................

Figure 1 Example of Traffic
Information
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Strategic Traffic Information (STI) is the information affecting the
medium and long term decisions of RIS users. This contributes to the
planning decision capabilities regarding a safe and efficient voyage. A
strategic traffic image is produced in a RIS centre and delivered to the
users on demand. A strategic traffic image contains all relevant vessels
in the RIS area with their characteristics, cargoes and positions, stored
in a database and presented in a table or on an electronic map. It
provides in this way a general overview of the traffic situation.
Strategic traffic information may be provided by a RIS/VTS centre or by
an office.
The third service is defined as Traffic Management (TM). This kind of
information aims to optimize the traffic flow by supporting lock and
bridge management, navigational support to pilots and/or tug boats
and vessel traffic management (VTS).
Calamity abatement support (CAS), the fourth service, is the
information RIS users need to act on a calamity. Think of information to
inform and co-ordinate patrol vessels, police boats and fire squad
boats, but also information to assess the traffic situation after an
accident and taking measures on traffic, environmental and people
protection. CAS registers the vessel and transport data at the beginning
of a voyage and updates the data during the voyage. In case of an
accident the data must be delivered to emergency services.
Information for transport logistics (ITL), the fifth service, involves
information about voyage planning, transport management, intermodal port and terminal management and cargo and fleet
management. Voyage planning, a skippers or vessel owner’s task, is
important here, and is closely related to FIS, STI and lock and bridge
management (TM). Estimated times of arrival (ETA) are needed by
terminal and port operators for planning purposes.
The sixth service is about Information for law enforcement (ILE). This is
information about vessels crossing borders (customs, immigration
services), compliance with traffic safety and environmental
requirements. It also reduces waiting times at borders.
The last services are Statistics and Waterway charges and harbor dues.
RIS will be used to simplify the collection of statistics. Statistical data
are mainly gathered through written surveys, which may degrade its
reliability and completeness. Collection via RIS would reduce errors and
reduce the costs of gathering. The statistics are of interest to waterway
authorities, international organizations and inland navigation
companies for strategic planning and monitoring. RIS, finally, can assist
in collecting charges for the use of infrastructure tolls. The travel data
of a vessel can be used to calculate automatically the charge.
The relation of the RIS services can be summarized in the figure below
(Figure 2).
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...............................

Figure 2 River Information
Services

River Information Services
Other services :
•Information Law Enforcement (ILE)
•Statistics(ST)
•Charges and Harbour Dues (CHD)

Cargo

Calamity Abatement Services
(CAS)
Information for Transport Logistics
(ITL):

Harbour
terminal

Information for Transport Logistics
(ITL):

Vessel
VTS

Traffic Information & Traffic
Management (TI&TM):

Sluice

Bridge

Fairway Information Services (FIS):

1.3.3.
The Content of the RIS Directive
The importance of RIS for a safe and efficient inland shipping sector is
adopted by the EU. To ensure a Pan-European implementation of RIS, a
RIS Directive has been developed to create a basis for implementation
of the total RIS concept.
The RIS Directive states Member States will implement the Directive
according to three other Directives; The Data Protective Directive, the
Directive on privacy and electronic communications and the Directive
on the re-use of public sector information. The Member States must
implement the following services:
(1) Electronic chart display and information system for inland
navigation (Inland ECDIS)
Inland ECDIS is a system for the display of electronic inland navigation
charts and additional information. Its purpose is to contribute to safety
and efficiency of inland navigation. At the same time Inland ECDIS is to
reduce the workload when navigating the ship as compared to
traditional navigation and information methods (CCNR, 2005a).
ECDIS (Electronic Chart Display and Information System) means the
international standard for the electronic nautical chart and its display as
defined by the International Maritime Organization (IMO, 1997), the
International Hydrographic Organization (IHO, 2000) and the
International Electro technical Commission (IEC) for the electronic
nautical chart and its display.
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The following object types have to be included in the ENC:
§ Shoreline (at mean water level),
§ Shoreline construction (breakwater, dam),
§ Contours of locks and dams,
§ Boundaries of the fairway (if available),
§ Isolated danger spots in the fairway below and above water
level, such as subways, bridges, overhead wires, etc.,
§ Buoys, beacons, lights, notice marks,
§ Waterway axis with kilometre and hectometre indications.
The RIS Directive states that this information should be made available
for waterway Class IV an up.
(2) Electronic ship reporting
The purpose is to facilitate electronic data interchange between
partners who are involved in inland waterway transport and to avoid
repeatedly reporting the same information about a voyage to different
actors (CCNR, 2005b). During a voyage the information travels with
the vessel.
(3) Notices to skippers
A survey initiated by Rijkswaterstaat (BTB, 2002) revealed the needs of
skippers. Skippers mainly expect to receive information on obstructions,
weather reports, water levels, current fairway depths, information on
operational hours of locks/bridges and electronic maps. Notices to
Skippers means the international standard for the distribution of notices
to skippers on inland shipping routes as established by the Central
Commission for Navigation on the Rhine (CCNR, 2005c). The
international standard for Notices to Skippers provides a standardized
data format, which can be used for publishing Notices on the internet
(pull-services) or for distribution by e-mail (push services).
A standardized Notice to Skippers contains 4 different sections:
§ Identification,
§ Fairway and traffic related messages,
§ Water level related messages,
§ Ice messages.
(4) Vessel tracking and tracing systems
The purpose of vessel tracking and tracing is to improve safety and
efficient navigation, safety of life and protection of the environment.
Vessel tracking and tracing allows identification and monitoring of
vessels, strategic planning of their movements and provide assistance
and information (CCNR, 2006). Presently in the Netherlands there are
so-called blind spots (Figure 3) where Waterway Authorities do not
know exactly where the vessels are.
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...............................

Figure 3 Blind spots Fairways

1.3.4.
Present Situation of RIS
The present situation of Inland Waterway transport can be described as
a sector in which lots of actors are involved. There are about 10.000
skippers active. Most of the information is generated either by
paperwork or Mariphone or telephone.
A skipper can report himself before his voyage to the Waterway
Authority. This can be done by telephone, fax or electronic mail. In the
Netherlands skippers are encouraged to report by electronic mail, via
the application BICS (Barge Information and Communication System,
www.bics.nl). The system had been primarily developed for reporting
transport of dangerous goods. The usage of BICS reduces the need for
verbal communication (more confidentially) and reduces errors in data
entry (PINE, 2004, p191).Via BICS the information is send to the ship
reporting application called IVS90 (www.ivs90.nl). Independent of the
way of reporting, all information will be available in IVS90. When a
vessel crosses the border the information is send to the other country.
Germany has two similar versions (PINE, 2004, p196) of IVS90, called
“Melde- Und Informationssystem für Gefahrguttransporte auf
bestimmten Binnenschiffahrtstrassen (MIB)“ and “MOsel
VerkehrsErfassungsSystem (MOVES)”. The skipper who uses BICS only
has to report once, when travelling from the Netherlands to Germany.
There is however one problem with this way of reporting. The
Waterway Authorities cannot say exactly where the vessels are, since
no position is reported. At present this is “solved” by estimating a
vessels location by using it’s time of reporting and guessed vessel
speed. If a vessel slows down or stops the Waterway Authority only
finds out when the information is not transported from one corridor to
another. A solution to this problem is the implementation of tracking
and tracing systems, like transponders.
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1.4

Implementation challenges of RIS

The RIS Directive is aimed to only waterway authorities to implement
the mandatory services as mentioned in paragraph 1.3.3. Use of RIS by
the Inland Waterway sector is not mandatory; there is no legal basis to
do so (yet). The only way presently, for RIS to reach its objectives, is
that users will voluntary use the RIS services. In order for RIS to do
reach it objectives Rijkswaterstaat1, as major stakeholder, is faced
several challenges.
First of all, if RIS is to be successful, collaboration between the actors is
necessary. Collaboration means there is some form of interaction and
interdependence presence. One fundamental aspect of a successful
collaboration is that it must be beneficial for the partners not only on
the short term but also on the long term (Moss-Kanter, 1994). The
involved partners in inland waterway transport must trust the made
agreements when sharing information, and thereby building up a
relationship of confidence.
Secondly, Inland Waterway Transport is presently overwhelmed by
paperwork. Lots of the same information needs to be filled in several
places. ICT does not have a long tradition in inland waterway transport;
vessels only recently (the past few years) have computers on board
with an internet connection. Skippers fear the loss control of sensitive
information (i.e. privacy and commercially valuable information). They
also do not trust the governments’ intentions fully. Without the
protection of these values skippers are not likely to use RIS. Information
send to Waterway Authorities could be shared with Law Enforcement
Agencies. Roger Needham (Professor of Computer Systems, University
of Cambridge) puts this feeling into words:
‘Privacy is a transient notion. It started when people stopped believing
that God could see everything and stopped when governments realized
there was a vacancy to be filled.’
Access control (AC) is a method to protect information, such as privacy
and commercial valuable information, and support collaboration
between the actors. Access Control models determine what a user can
do, as well as what programs executing on behalf of the users are
allowed to do. It prevents activities that could lead to misuse of
information. It has a potential for sharing and exchange of information,
but it also frustrates users and imposes large administrative costs. It
plays an important role in three known concepts of information security
risk categories: confidentiality, integrity and availability.
Rijkswaterstaat, as a major stakeholder, is facing a problem which type
of AC fits the concept of RIS best.

1

Rijkswaterstaat is the Dutch Directorate for Public Works and Water management.

Rijkswaterstaat is the Waterway Authority in the Netherlands for the most important rivers
and canals.
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The Member States have to deal with more challenges in order for RIS
to be successful. Two other challenges will be addressed; Directive
2003/98/EC, and ENC & broadband internet connections. This thesis
will briefly address these challenges here, but not explore them further.
The free availability of Fairway Information and the Directive on reuse of public sector information.
Implementing the RIS Directive must be carried out in accordance to
Directive 2003/98/EC on the re-use of public sector information (EC,
2002). With implementing Inland ECDIS and Notices to skippers the
Member States comply with this Directive. The general principle
[article 3] is the re-use of documents held by public sector bodies is
allowed. These documents shall be re-usable for commercial or noncommercial purposes in accordance with conditions as stated in
chapters III and IV of the Directive. ‘Documents’ means:
§ Any content whatever its medium (written on paper or stored
in electronic form or as sound, visual or audiovisual recording).
§ Any part of such content
This Directive is aimed on government information with economic
potential, like for instance geo-information (Land Information Services),
meteorological information, commercial information (Chambers of
Commerce), and statistical information (Bureaus of Statistics). This
information should be electronically available. The Directive does not
apply to;
§ Documents for which third parties hold intellectual property rights
§ Documents which are excluded from access, i.e.:
o Protection of national security, defense or public security
o Statistical or commercial confidentiality
The Directive states that the re-use of information does not have to be
for free: ‘Where charges are made, the total income from supplying
and allowing re-use of documents shall not exceed the cost of
collection, production, reproduction and dissemination, together with
a reasonable return on investment. Charges should be cost-oriented
over the appropriate accounting period and calculated in line with the
accounting principles applicable to the public sector bodies involved.’
At present most Member States do not wish to charge any fee for this
kind of information, however some like Germany do. The non charging
Members are trying to convince/persuade the charging Members not to
do this. They fear that the information will not be used, which would
possibly degrade the potential of Fairway Information Services.
Electronic Navigation Charts and broadband internet
Another challenge is also related to Fairway Information Services.
Electronic Navigation Charts are quite big files. If this information is to
be downloaded via internet, broadband connections are possible
required as a normal not suitable. The technical infrastructure is not
established yet, as telecom companies are not queuing up to do the
investment. The reason for this is that Inland Waterway transport has
“only” about 10.000 possible users and the companies do have doubt
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about the profitability of their investment. They regard inland
waterway sector as a relative small market.

1.5

Research Objective and Method

The objective of this thesis is to make recommendations on which type
of Access Control model fits the concept of River Information Services
best, hereby taking into account, the form of collaboration and the
principles for processing personal data.
The research objective is divided into seven sub-questions.
As collaboration is fundamental for a successful River Information
Services, a literature study will be done to find out what collaboration
is. Sub-questions 1 and 2 hereby are;
(1) What forms of dependencies exist between collaborating parties?
(2) What type of coordination suits these dependencies best?
Some RIS services are able to process privacy related data; therefore
research will be done about this subject. Sub-questions 3 and 4 hereby
are:
(3) What is privacy?
(4) What are the criteria, based on European Legislation, for processing
personal data?
The final three sub-questions are related to access control;
(5) What is access control?
(6) What types of access control model exist?
(7) What are the criteria for using these types of access control models?
The sub-questions will be answered by performing a literature research,
which will be complemented with interviews with experts on River
Information Services and access control.
The literature research will be used to map out the latest theories, a
state of the art review, in the area of access control. Access control, as
a part of information security, is an area where lots of research has
been done in the past. A second literature research will be done to read
and learn about the history of RIS and its goals. Finally a literature
research will be done to gain knowledge of collaboration in a multiactor context such as RIS.
The interviews (Robertson, 2001) with RIS experts will be used to
understand the concept of RIS, learning about the various RIS services
and understanding the perspective of Rijkswaterstaat on the sensitivity
of privacy.
The interviews with access control model experts will be used to
validate the authors gained knowledge, to learn from their hand on
experiences and to validate the literature research on the subject.
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The RIS services will be confronted with the aspects as found in the
conceptual model; this will lead to an access control model for River
Information Services.

1.6

Thesis Outline

Chapter 2 will address access control from an organizational point of
view, by looking at collaboration between organizations. Chapter 3
addresses the concept of privacy and states the criteria when personal
data may be processed. Chapter 4 will provide a theoretical explanation
of access control models. In chapter 5 the knowledge gained in the
previous chapters will be applied to the eight RIS services. Chapter 6
will confront the designed model with three possible forecasts in the
future. Based on these forecasts the robustness of the model will be
validated.
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2. Collaborative Organizations
...............................................................................
In the previous chapter is mentioned that there is no legal basis to use
the various RIS Services. The only way presently for RIS to reach its
objectives, is that users will voluntarily use the RIS services. This means
that public and private organizations need to collaborate with each
other. This Chapter deals with the concept of collaboration.
Understanding the concept of collaboration will be useful to design the
Access Control Model.

2.1

Interaction

Coleman (1990, p28-31) describes in his book Foundations of Social
Theory the relationship between actors, objects, control and interest,
which he shows can be interdependent among each other (Figure 4).
He calls actors and objects his elements, actors can have control over
objects and actors can have an interest in objects. The object is seen as
a resource. The relation between actors and resources are control and
interest. If an actor controls the objects that interest them, then his
action is straightforward: he exercises his control in a way that satisfies
his interests. In most cases however an actor is not fully in control of
the activities that can satisfy his interests, but find some of those
activities partially or wholly under the control of others. A minimal basis
for a social system of action is 2 actors, each having control over
resources of interest to the other. It is each one’s interest in resources
under the other’s control that leads the two to engage in actions that
involve each other.
...............................

Figure 4 Actors and Objects

2.2

Collaboration

In an environment where organizations need each other in order to
achieve goals, some form of collaboration will emerge. A successful
collaboration (Moss-Kanter, 1994) between partners depends on three
fundamental aspects:
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1. The collaboration must be beneficial for the partners, not only
for making the deal. There must be an ongoing positive future
for the partners; the connection between the partners must be
opening new doors or unforeseen opportunities.
2. The collaboration involves creating new value, rather than just
exchange (getting something back for what one puts in).
3. The collaboration cannot be controlled by formal systems, but
require interpersonal relations, which are being maintained to
enhance learning from each other.
Collaborations are formed for various reasons (Ring & Van de Ven,
1992); sharing or reduction of costs of large investments, spreading
risks, and getting access to complementary resources, like information.
Other reasons can be i.e. economies of scale, specialization and
facilitating international expansion and opening (new (global) markets.
Moss-Kanter (1994) recognizes certain criteria for successful intercompany relationships. Partners must need each other to achieve goals;
this implies interdependency between the partners. In order to make
the partnership work, information must be shared; the communication
should be reasonable open. The partners should not abuse the
information they gain, trust and integrity are important.
These are principles which are also used in literature about process
management (Bruin, ten Heuvelhof and in‘t Veld, 1998 and 2002). In
process management four design principles are mentioned: openness,
protection of core values, speed and substance. Openness means the
participating partners’ impression of being hooked up in a trap must be
avoided. One way to avoid this is the protection of their core values:
they must not be forced to adapt a decision, like using RIS, against their
will. Speed means there should be prospects of gain as well as incentive
for cooperative behaviour. Command and control can be used as an
incentive to speed up the process. The RIS Directive does not impose
the use of the services; hence the present Minister of Public Transport
declared she will not prepare any legislation, the partners involved in
RIS must make RIS a success without legislation. Legislation will only be
made in case national security issues require so. The “threat” of
legislation can be an incentive to cooperate.
2.2.1.
Interdependency
Within information systems interactions and interdependences occur: a
user needs information to perform his/her task, this information is often
owned by others. When parties interact with each other, some form of
interdependency occurs (Ouchi, 1980, p.130). Thompson (1967)
distinguishes three possibilities of interdependencies (Figure 5) between
parties:
1. Pooled interdependence
2. Sequential interdependence
3. Reciprocal interdependence
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...............................

Figure 5 Thompson’s
interdependencies

Pooled interdependence: two parts (i.e. departments or organizations)
are pooled interdependently if each part renders a discrete contribution
to the whole and each is supported by the whole. In this type of
interdependence, separate organizations, which perform adequately on
their own, might fail if one or more of them fail when they all operate
in a broad context. One organization’s failure threatens all, but perhaps
not all at once.
Sequential interdependence: two parts are serially interdependent if
one part produces an output which becomes the input for another part.
The one part must act properly before the other, and both have a direct
interdependence. Sequential interdependence is one directional. This is
a higher level of interdependence than pooled, because different parts
exchange resources (or information or knowledge) and depend upon
others to perform well.
Reciprocal interdependence: two parts are reciprocally interdependent
in a situation in which the output of each becomes the input for the
other.
Pooled interdependence involves the least amount of interdependence;
a participating partner/actor can be removed and as long as this
doesn’t mean the pullback of resources, the other partner/actors can
continue to work. This is not the case with sequential interdependence;
removing a participating partner/actor here is like breaking a chain. To
the extreme this can mean the work of the other partner/actors ceases.
With reciprocal interdependence changes or problems with one
partner/actor can affect multiple partner/actors.
Thompson (1967) points out that the three types of interdependencies
form a Guttman-type scale (Figure 6). He describes higher forms of
interdependencies contain also the lower forms of interdependencies.
Reciprocal interdependence therefore can contain both sequential and
pooled interdependence.
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...............................

Figure 6 Guttmann Scale

2.2.2.
Coordination
Mintzberg (1993, p.2) mentions that any organized human activity
requires two fundamental pre-conditions; how to divide up the labour
and how to coordinate the effort. For successful collaboration the three
described interdependences require coordination. Interdependence
forces organizations to collaboration and sharing of information, this is
exactly what access control aims for.
With pooled interdependence there is minimal direct interaction
between the partners, this reduces the need for coordination.
Thompson (1967) and Mintzberg (1993) describe that coordination by
standardization (of work output) is appropriate here. With sequential
interdependence coordination by plan (or schedules) is appropriate, and
with reciprocal interdependence coordination by mutual adjustment is
called upon. The flow of information with this form of interdependence
has an interactive character. The more variable and unpredictable the
situation; the greater the reliance on mutual adjustment.
Mintzberg (1993, p.7) has a similar view on coordination;
“Simple tasks are easily coordinated by mutual adjustment. As
organizational work becomes more complicated, direct supervision
tends to be added and takes over as the primary means of
coordination. When things get even more complicated, standardization
of work processes (or, to a lesser extent, of outputs, or of skills) takes
over as primary, but in combination with the other two. Then when
things become really complicated, mutual adjustment tends to become
primary again, but in combination with the others”.

2.3

Interorganizational Systems (IOS)

Interorganizational systems (IOS) are information and communication
technology based systems. With IOS information flows across
organizations. IOS exist to support alliances between two or more
organizations.
The degree of interdependence has influence for the technology, the
design and the possible sources of conflict of an IOS.
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2.3.1.
Technologies
Thompson (1967, p. 17) describes three types of technologies based on
his interdependencies; mediating, long-linked and intensive
technologies. Mediating technologies bring people together with the
use/exchange of a common resource. The common resource can be a
shared database for example. Long-linked technologies involve a series
of activities that are serial arranged. The third technology is labelled
intensive to signify that a variety of techniques is drawn upon in order
to achieve a change is some specific object; but the selection,
combination, and order of application are determined by feedback from
the object itself. The structure and use of the technology can differ
from situation to situation.
2.3.2.
Three types of IOS
Kumar and Dissel (1996) propose based on Thompson’s theory a threepart typology for IOSs: pooled information resource IOS; value/supplychain IOS; and networked IOSs (Table ). They place a relation between
the interdependencies and their three forms of IOS. Networked IOS
possesses characteristics of value/chain IOS and pooled information
resource IOS, and value/chain IOS has characteristics of pooled
information resource IOS.
...............................

Table 1 Types of
interdependencies and
coordination mechanisms
(adopted from Kumar &
Dissel)

Pooled information resource IOSs is an Interorganizational sharing of
common IT resources. An example can be a shared database. As
described before, pooled interdependence requires coordination of
standardization. If information is to be shared with relative independent
partner/actors, the information requires to be clearly identified, defined
and standardized.
Value/supply-chain IOS are described by Manhein (1993) as pipeline
management systems. These systems are becoming strategic necessities
rather than strategic advantages. This form of IOS institutionalizes
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sequential interdependence between organizations. The primary
motives behind this collaboration are the reduction of uncertainties in
the supply chain.
Networked IOSs are defined by Kumar and Dissel (1996) based on
Thompson’s (1967) concept of intensive technologies. Intensive
technologies consist of a range of resources, technologies and
techniques, depending upon the situation. Example is the use of high
bandwidth telecommunication and information-rich media (like video
conferencing).
2.3.3.
Sources of Conflict
Kunmar and Dissel (1996) describe various sources of possible conflicts
for IOS.
With pooled information resource IOS a shared resource can be
“overgrazed”, i.e. a user can exceed a limit for using the shared
resources. With modern technologies this risk is minimal.
Contamination of the shared resource needs to be prevented.
Contamination can take place in case a partner/actor does not keep the
shared resource up to date or if the wrong information is shared, this
leads to unreliable and/or inconsistent information. This will limit the
effective use of the resource by others users. Finally information can be
stolen from the shared resource, for strategic advantage. From a
technical point of view, IT based measures like access control
mechanisms, virus-scanners and transition logs can prevent this kind of
conflicts. From a political point of view conflicts can occur in situations
where the pooled information is controlled by an actor who’s also a
competitor of other actors. If this is the case, the controlling actor may
use his position to intentionally damage other partners. Furthermore,
there can be a lack of trust in the technical or organizational solutions
that prevent misuse of the system.
Kumar and Dissel (1996) use the notion of transaction cost to identify a
possible source of conflict with value/chain-supply IOS. Transaction
costs are the costs of managing the exchange relationship while
keeping the opportunistic behaviour under control so that ongoing
cooperation between the partners can be sustained (Kumar and Dissel,
1996). Transaction costs include the costs of managing, costs of
performance evaluation, costs related to safeguarding the relationship
and adoption costs. Loss of resource control has been identified as an
important source of potential conflict. Loss of resource control happens
when resources (like information or knowledge) are transferred as part
of the transaction, and these resources cannot be returned or controlled
in the event of the ending/termination of the relationship (Kumar and
Dissel, 1996). Information that has been provided by one partner to
others can be used for all kinds of other reasons by these partners. It
can be distributed towards other parties outside the span of control of
the providing party. A second source of conflict happens when a
stronger (larger of more dominated) partner forces its will towards the
smaller partners.
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With networked IOS sources of conflict include the above mentioned,
only they can be more complex. Reason for this complexity can be the
history of the collaboration which is usually incremental, or cultural
differences. Technologies involved in networked IOS tend to be hard to
understand for all partners in the collaboration which can lead to
conflicts.

2.4

From Coordination to Authorization

Each of the mentioned coordination mechanism has a suitable
authorization policy, which will be presented in this paragraph.
2.4.1.
Standardization
If a resource is to be shared by a number of users, the resource needs
to be well defined and to be standardized. There is relatively low
interaction between the users.
This implies the relation can be characterized as highly structured. This
characteristic can be used in the administration of authorization; if the
resource is standardized the administration can be done at a high
abstraction level. The administration of authorization form hereby is a
centralized administration. A centralized administration is a form of
authorization where a single user (or group) is allowed to grant or
revoke authorizations to other users.
2.4.2.
Schedules and Plans
When besides standardization schedules and plans are necessary, the
expectation between the actors, which are sequential interdependent,
must be defined (Thompson, 1967). If this is not the case the
sequential relation will not function properly. Kumar and Dissel (1996)
say standardizing the resource or the standardizing the exchange
format can do this.
Workflows can assist to support the sharing of information within a
sequential relation. The Workflow Management Coalition (1995)
defined a workflow as: ‘The automation of a business process, in whole
or part, during which documents, information or tasks are passed from
one participant to another for action, according to a set of procedural
rules’. In here a business process means a set of activities (tasks) which
are sequential executed.
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...............................

Figure 7 Access Control in the
Enterprise environment
(adopted from Oh & Park)

A task (Figure 7) can be seen as a chain between user and information
resource. The user is authorized to execute, i.e. read or write a
predefined task and use the required, also predefined, information. The
authorization is defined according to agreed business rules. A business
rule is a statement that defines or constrains some aspect of the
business. It is intended to assert business structure or to control or
influence the behaviour of the business. They state what is possible and
desirable in running a business - and what is not. Business rules are
often expressions in one of the following forms (Workflow
Management Coalition, 1995):
§ • 'It is obligatory that ....'
§ • 'It is permissible that ....'
§ • '... must be the case if ...'.
2.4.3.
Mutual Adjustment
Mutual adjustment coordinates collaboration where there is a no or a
lack of structure. Due to this authorization can not be laid down at a
high abstraction level. Mutual adjustment implies that work is being
coordinated via informal communication. Mintzberg recognizes this by
saying that: ‘Then when things become really complicated, mutual
adjustment tends to become primary again……’. When mutual
adjustment is the coordinated mechanism, users should authorize each
other based on a case by case basis (Coleman, 1990).
Mutual Adjustment: Coordination by mutual adjustment can be seen
when employees use informal communication to bring about
coordination of each other’s effort.
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3. Privacy
...............................................................................
Privacy is considered a human right. It is protected in the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights (United Nations, 1948) and the European
Convention for Protection of Human Rights (European Union, 1963).
This chapter will first investigate the concept of privacy, then the
European Directives on privacy are discussed and finally privacy will be
discussed when information is traveling from the Netherlands to
Germany and Austria. This is an important route in the RIS concept.

3.1

Concept of Privacy

There are various definitions of privacy. Van den Hoven (1995, p. 145)
distinguishes three approaches towards the privacy concept: personnel
access, right to decide and an information based approach.
Warren and Brandeis (1890, p. 205) defined privacy as “the right to be
let alone”, which refers to the first concept. The right to respect for
one’s life has been provided for most clearly in article 7 of the Charter
of Fundamental Rights of the European Union, this article also covers
the right of respect for private communication. Article 7 states:
Everyone has the right to respect for his or her private and family life,
home and communications. Article 8 states: (1) Everyone has the right
to the protection of personal data concerning him of her. (2) Such data
must be processed fairly for specified purposes and on the basis of the
consent of the person concerned or some other legitimate basis laid
down by law. Everyone has the right of access to data which has been
collected concerning him or her, and the right to have it rectified. (3)
Compliance with these rules shall be subject to control by an
independent authority. With these two articles aspects are covered
with respect to;
§ One’s house
§ All private means of communication
§ The right not to be spied on or listened in on in private
situations
§ The right to the careful treatment of personal data
§ The right to respect for one’s inner life and physical integrity
Article 10 of the Dutch Constitution (Annex 2) states the same.
Fleming (1987) defined a similar definition as Warren and Brandeis: “a
right of sheltering one’s life from the degrading effect of intrusion or
exposure to public view”. The second approach involves issues like
abortion and sexual preference. Westin (1967) defined privacy in an
information based approach. This definition is common accepted:
“The claim of individuals, groups or institutions to determine
themselves when, how and to what extent information about them is
communicated to others”.
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Fried (1968) comes to a similar but shorter definition: “control over
knowledge about oneself”.
Gavison (1980, p. 434) defines a loss of privacy occurring when “others
obtain information about an individual, pay attention to him, or gain
access to him.” Gavison’s others are the actors in the RIS context. The
notion of Gavison implies the relational concept of privacy. Privacy in
an information (ICT) sharing environment goes beyond the private
(spatial) sphere; therefore personal control over information becomes
problematical. Sharing information takes place via databases, public
and/or private institutions. The processing of this information takes
place outside the direct view of the owner of this information.

3.2

Overview of International Privacy Legislation

Various international organizations thought about how to implement
privacy into a legal framework. In this paragraph shortly addresses
which organizations have dealt with this issue.
(1) Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development
Guidelines and the EU
The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development
Guidelines (OECD 1980) covers more or less the same issues as
addressed in Directive 95/46/EC. The aim of the guidelines is to
harmonize national privacy legislation and, while upholding such
human rights, would at the same time prevent interruptions in
international flows of data. There are 30 Members, including all EU
Members and non-EU Members2. These guidelines let in 1995 to the
establishment of Directive 95/45/EC. The OECD and EU definitions of
personal information are the same. From all the RIS nations (paragraph
1.3.1) only the Ukraine is not a member of the EU or the OECD.
Within the European Union information privacy protection is expressed
by different Directives3, such as:
§
§

95/46/EC, Data Protection Directive
2002/58/EC, Directive on privacy and electronic
communications

Paragraph 3.3 and 3.4 will go into detail on these Directives.
(2) Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation
In November 2004, the Members of the Asia-Pacific Economic
Cooperation adopted a privacy framework. This framework is
considered as an OECD Light version. This framework falls outside the
scope of this thesis and will not be further investigated.
(3) The Montreux Declaration

2

For a complete list of the OECD members: www.oecd.org

3

All European Legistation can be found via http://www.europa.eu.int/eur-

lex/en/search/search_lif.html
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The Montreux Declaration (Montreux, 2005), in which international
privacy and data protection commissioners take seat, called for
development of a global privacy governance instruments. (Loudekelis,
2006). Question that need be answered in order to achieve a global
privacy framework is: Should a global privacy framework go for the
highest or lowest standards available? This will not be an easy question
to answer, since the standards from high to low are presently: EU >
OECD > APEC.

3.3

Data Protective Directive

The RIS Directive sets a pre-condition that Member States shall ensure
that processing of personal data necessary for the operation of RIS is
carried out in accordance with the Data Protection Directive (EC,
1995).
The following definitions apply to the Directive:
"Personal data" shall mean any information relating to an identified or
identifiable natural person ("data subject"); an identifiable person is
one who can be identified, directly or indirectly, in particular by
reference to an identification number or to one or more factors specific
to his physical, physiological, mental, economic, cultural or social
identity”
"processing of personal data" ("processing") shall mean any operation
or set of operations which is performed upon personal data, whether
or not by automatic means, such as collection, recording, organization,
storage, adaptation or alteration, retrieval, consultation, use,
disclosure by transmission, dissemination or otherwise making
available, alignment or combination, blocking, erasure or destruction”.
The objective is that Member States shall protect the fundamental
rights and freedoms of natural persons and in particular their right to
privacy with respect to the processing of personal data [article 1].
Member States shall provide that the controller must implement
appropriate technical and organizational measures to protect personal
data against accidental or unlawful destruction or accidental loss,
alteration, unauthorized disclosure or access, in particular where the
processing involves the transmission of data over a network (article 17).
There are three principles in which personal data may be processed;
Transparency, Legitimate purpose and Proportionality.
3.3.1.
Principle 1: Transparency
Personal data may be processed only under certain circumstances
(transparency), as stated in article 7 and 8:
§ The data subject has ambiguously given his consent
§ When the processing is necessary for the performance of or the
entering into a contract
§ When processing is necessary for compliance with a legal
obligation
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§
§

§

When processing is necessary in order to protect the vital
interests of the data subject
Processing is necessary for the performance of a task carried
out in the public interest or in the exercise of official authority
vested in the controller or in a third party to whom the data are
disclosed
Processing is necessary for the purposes of the legitimate
interests pursued by the controller or by a third party or parties
to whom the data are disclosed, except where such interests are
overridden by the interests for fundamental rights and
freedoms of the data subject

3.3.2.
Principle 2: Legitimate Purpose
The legitimate purpose means personal data can only be processed for
specified, explicit and legitimate purposes and may not be processed
further in a way incompatible with those purposes [article 6b]. Further
processing of data for historical, statistical or scientific purposes shall
not be considered as incompatible provided that Member States
provide appropriate safeguards. The WBP-law applies this legitimate
purpose in article 9, section 3 and article 10, section 2.
3.3.3.
Proportionality
Personal data may be processed only insofar as it is adequate, relevant
and not excessive in relation to the purposes for which they are
collected and/or further processed (proportionality, article 6c).
3.3.4.
Exemptions and Restrictions
The Directive gives in section VI, article 13 exemptions in which
personal data may be processed. In cases where it’s necessary to
safeguard issues like:
§ national security
§ defense
§ public security
§ the prevention, investigation, detection and prosecution of
criminal offences an important economic or financial interest of
a Member State or of the European Union, including monetary,
budgetary and taxation matters
After the 9/11 attack, there is tension between privacy and national
security. An agreement between the European Community and the
United States of America on the processing and transfer of personal
data has been made; as referred to decision 2004/496/EC. Additional
to a passengers name and address the United States requested
information about credit cards, email addresses and flight behaviour.
The European Court of Justice had to settle a difference between the
European Parliament and the Council of the European Union. The Court
put a hold to the agreement. The agreement is, according to the Court,
incompatible with the proportionality principle and therefore it’s
incompatible with Directive 95/46/EC and Article 8 of the European
Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental
Freedoms. (Court of Justice, 2006)
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3.4

Directive on privacy and electronic communications

Digital networks have large capacities and possibilities for processing
personal data. In July 2002, the EU took on Directive 2002/58/EC.
Developments of these kinds of digital services strongly depend on the
confidence of users that their privacy will not be at risk. This Directive
regulates the processing of personal data and the protection of privacy
in the electronic communications sector.
The Directive aims to ensure an equivalent level of protection of
fundamental rights and freedoms (particular the right to privacy). This
Directive complements Directive 95/46/EC; it provides protection of
the legitimate interests of subscribers who are legal persons (article 1b).
As in 95/46/EC the same exemptions for data processing apply. This
also implies to safeguard security of the services, being a task for
service providers.
The Data Protective principles for processing data also apply for this
Directive. Additional the directive states there is an obligation to erase
traffic data or to make such data anonymous when no longer needed
for the purpose of the transmission (article 6).
Any transmission should be subject to the condition that the data may
not been used for other purposes than those for which they were
collected. For the RIS concept this means the reporting by email,
mariphone, telephone or fax. If the party collecting the data from the
subscriber or any third party to whom the data have been transmitted
wishes to use the data for an additional purpose, the renewed consent
is to be obtained (consideration 39).

3.5

Privacy and present electronic reporting

Two applications Rijkswaterstaat uses, BICS and IVS90, deal with
electronic ship reporting. In those applications personal data is
processed. Rijkswaterstaat made a privacy regime (Annex 2) for these
applications. This is based on the Data Protective Directive and its
implementation in the Dutch law on registration of persons (WBP).
The Data Protective (article 17), the WBP-law (article 14) and the
privacy regime of electronic reporting (article 4) all state that the
responsible actor must implement appropriate technical and
organizational measures to protect personal data against accidental or
unlawful destruction or accidental loss, alteration, unauthorized
disclosure or access, in particular where the processing involves the
transmission of data over a network (article 17).
The three principles, legitimate – transparency – proportionately, for
processing personal data are identical off course in 95/46/EC and the
WBP-law. Because there is a privacy regime, in which Rijkswaterstaat
explains how the personal data is to be processed, the skipper can
decide whether do use BICS or not. If the skipper does use electronic
reporting, he is given his full consent, in other words this complies with
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the transparency principle. Article 4 of the privacy regime
(Rijkswaterstaat, 2003) states the legitimate and proportionality
principle for the need of processing personal data. The privacy regime
describes further who uses the information for statistical purposes. The
use for statistical and policy purposes means information will be send
to:
1. Central Bureau of Statistics
2. Ministry of Transport and Water Management/AVV-Transport
Research Centre
3. Ministry of Transport and Water Management/DGGDirectorate General for Civil Aviation and Freight Transport
The exemptions in the privacy regime are made very explicit, but agree
with the exemptions mentioned in the Data Protective Directive and
the WBP-Law.

...............................

A typical voyage can start at the Netherlands, travel through Germany
and end in Austria (Figure 8). In the concept of RIS the information will
travel with the vessel through these nations.

Figure 8 European RIS
Fairways

As the vessel and the information travels through these nations they
face different legal frameworks. In the Netherlands the legal framework
is based on the opportunity principle (Dutch: Opportuniteitsbeginsel).
This principle allows for some degree of freedom for governmental
institutions for acting on received information. In the Netherlands this
means that law enforcement agencies do not have to act on received
information. This allows for what is known in the Netherlands as
‘gedogen’.
Germany and Austria do not know this principle; their legal framework
is based on the legitimate principle (Dutch: Legitimiteitsbeginsel). This
means they have to act on known information, in principle they cannot
tolerate (Dutch: gedogen) or ignore the received information.
The Data Protective Directive does allow in the exemptions for some
degree of tolerance. The Directive gives in section VI, article 13
exemptions in which personal data may be processed. The key word
here is ‘may’. This word allows for bilateral agreement between
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nations. Presently there are made agreements between the
Netherlands, Belgium, France and Germany that information send from
skippers to Waterway Authorities is only to be used for certain
purposes related to the tasks of Waterway Authorities. These
agreements are presently not made with Austria. In Austria information
send by the skippers is used by all governmental organizations.
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4. Access Control
...............................................................................

Access Control (AC) models determine what a user can do, as well as
what programs executing on behalf of the users are allowed to do. AC
prevents activities that could lead to misuse of information. This
chapter describes the fundamentals of access control and discusses the
most common AC models.
The objective of information security is to protect valuable information.
In a broader sense information can be seen as assets. Information
security prevents assets being damaged or tries to minimize the
likelihood of damage. Assets of organizations can be damaged when
information security incidents occur. Information can be disclosed to
unauthorized persons. This could lead to loss of goodwill, due to for
example negative publicity. CCTA’s Risk Analysis and Management
Methodology (CCTA, 1991,Table ) provides a good impression of the
broadness in which information security plays a role.
...............................

Table 2 Threats types and
examples

Treat

Example

Accidental misrouting

An email message arrives not at the
intended receiver

Communication infiltration by insiders,
contracted service providers or
outsider

Industrial espionage to obtain
information about rivals’
performance, forecasts or plans

Fire
Hardware or software maintenance
error
Introduction of damaging or disruptive
software

A file server is overheated
Installing an old version of software
package (for example with bugs)
Virus

Masquerading of user identity by
insiders

Buy a product on someone else’s
account

Misuse of system resources

Use of the office internet connection
to book a private journey

Natural disaster

Earthquake, hurricane, electrical
storm
Failure to, for example, interface,
gateway, distribution component,
services.

Technical failure of (non)network host,
operational host, print. storage facility
or network
Terrorism

Announce that certain vital computer
centers will be logically attacked and
intruded

Theft by insiders or outsiders

Announce that certain vital computer
centers will be logically attacked and
intruded

Unauthorized use of an application

Deliberate corruption of data by an
insider for a third party

User error

Wrong spellings at data entry
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Key elements in information security are the concepts of confidentiality,
integrity and availability.
Example of loss of confidentiality (ACM Risk Forum, Vol. 18, Issue 49,
Sept 96)
Massachusetts welfare fraud investigators fired: tax-record
misuse
Gov. William F. Weld's aides yesterday fired two state welfarefraud investigators who allegedly browsed the confidential tax
records of some of Boston's most beloved sports heroes. [...]
The pair left ``electronic fingerprints'' after calling up the
records of Larry Bird, Ray Bourque and Drew Bledsoe, along
with those of two of the investigators' former bosses.
It is unclear why they did it, or whether they snooped through
anyone else's files. [...] Last week, when they discovered the
breach of computer security by someone at the Bureau of
Special Investigation, Department of Revenue officials revoked
the bureau's access to private tax records. That access has yet
to be restored.
Example of loss of integrity (ACM Risk Forum, Vol. 19, Issue 97, Sept
98)
Hackers changed troops' blood types on DOD Web site
In a talk to the Washington D.C. chapter of AFCEA (the Armed
Forces Communications and Electronics Association), Art
Money (nominee-to-be for U.S. AsstSecDef for C-cubed-I) said
that "Cyber terrorists have hacked into and altered the Defense
Department's medical World Wide Web pages that contain
information on troops' blood types" according to an article by
Bob Brewin (antenna@fcw.com). Apparently, the intruders
penetrated and altered medical databases at DoD hospitals in
the Southeastern United States. This incident has reportedly
caused the DoD to revisit its policy of what information to put
on its Web pages.
Example of loss of availability (ACM Risk Forum, Vol.18, Issue 70,
Dec 96)
BART software crash and system delays
Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART) had another bad day. At 7am, a
ghost train appeared at the San Francisco 24th Street station,
requiring manual operation through that station.
Independently, three trains had to be taken out of service
because of mechanical problems. All of this caused a 15minute delay systemwide. Later, a computer crash caused
delays up to 30 minutes systemwide, from 5:50pm to 9:45pm
on 19 Dec 1996.
BART also had a serious power cable outage in the transbay tunnel on
12 Dec 1996 (not previously reported here by itself, because of its
lesser relevance to the computer systems -- although it certainly had a
major effect on the system as a whole). That cable problem was traced
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to sloppy maintenance after the cable was damaged way back when it
was installed back in the early 1970s. BART now observes that an
overall cable overhaul had been considered prior to the 12 Dec outage
as an urgent step in upgrading the aging infrastructure.

4.1

Fundamentals and Purpose of Access Control

The concept of access control is old, think of gates and locks. Access
control in information technology deals with the question “who can do
what”? It is a part of information security.
Access control is not a complete solution for securing information
systems (Sandhu and Samarati, 1994 and 1996). It must be
complemented with auditing. Auditing is a posteriori analysis of all
requests and activities of users in a system. Sandhu and Samarati
(1994) describe the advantages of auditing:
1. Discouraging users (internal and external) from attempting
violations
2. Determining possible flaws in the security system
3. Detecting misuse of authorized users’ privileges
AC has a potential for sharing and exchange of information, but it also
frustrates users and imposes large administrative costs. AC plays an
important role in three known concepts of information security risk
categories:
1. Confidentiality refers to the need to keep information secure
and private. Only authorized users can read the information.
2. Integrity refers to the concept of protecting information from
being improperly altered or modified by unauthorized users.
Only authorized users can alter the information, in an
authorized way of course.
3. Availability refers to the notion that information is available for
use when needed.
As said access control is a part of information security. Information
security deals with more aspects than just access control, it deals also
with aspects such as:
1. Accountability: this refers to the concept that users should be
held responsible for their actions.
2. Nonrepudiation: this refers to the concept of providing
evidence about the fact that a message was delivered to a
specific recipient. Digital signatures provide nonrepudiation.
As both aspects are important, they do fall outside the scope of this
thesis and therefore will not be further discussed.
Information security has two main fields to deal with confidentiality and
integrity; Access control and cryptography. If a cryptographic algorithm
is secure, the information is confidential; only users having an unlocking
key can access the information. Cryptography has two technologies:
message authentication codes and digital signatures. Message
authentication codes convert protected data into a short summary
code. This code can be transformed into digital signatures; this can be
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done either symmetric or asymmetric. In the first case, the sender and
receiver share a secret. In the second case the sender encrypts the
message with a public key, knowing only users with their private key
can open the message. Access Control issues will be discussed in the
next paragraph.
There is an interdependent relation between the concepts, as shown in
Figure 9 (NIST, 2001). Confidentiality depends on integrity; if a system
loses its integrity then validity of the confidentiality mechanism can be
questioned. If the confidentiality of certain information is lost (loss of a
password), then it’s likely that integrity mechanisms are by-passed.
Availability is dependent on confidentiality and integrity. If one of them
is lost, availability of information becomes unreliable.
...............................

Figure 9 Interdependency
between concepts

Access control exists of two principles: Authorization and
authentication. They are closely related to each other, but play a
different role. Authorization determines what you are allowed to do;
authentication is a process of determining if a user’s claimed identity is
correct, in other words are you who you say you are. This can be done
with passwords, personal identification numbers (PIN), smart cards or
even with biometrics. Banks for instance require both cards and PINs,
since a card can be lost and a PIN can be guessed.
The type of access control is based on the characteristics of the
information sharing environment (Oh and Park, 2003). Oh and Park
(2003) present a table (Table ) based on some important characteristics
of two different type of environment; a military and an enterprise
environment.
.............................

Table 3 Characteristics
military & enterprise
environment

Basic requirement

Generation of
information
Change of
environment
Basis of
authorization

Military environment
Strong confidentiality

Created by authorized
person or organization
Stable
Position, mission area

Enterprise environment
Strong confidentiality
Strong information
sharing
Generated during
business activity
Rapid change
Job position, assigned
tasks/functions

In a military environment the emphasis is on strong confidentiality,
while this is also the case in an enterprise environment, the later also
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requires information sharing. Information sharing in a military
environment is based on ones position in the organisation, a need to
know principle. In enterprise environments information is shared based
on ones position (job, task, function) in the organization. An access
control requirement in an enterprise environment should therefore
support both confidentiality and information sharing.

4.2

Access Control Models

This paragraph will discuss the three most used forms of Access Control
Models; Mandatory Access Control, Discretionary Access Control and
Role Based Access Control.
4.2.1.
Mandaroty Access Control
Mandatory Access Control (MAC) is defined by the Department of
Defence’s in their famous orange book: Trusted Computer Security
Evaluation Criteria (TCSEC, 1983). MAC is “a means of restricting
access to objects based on the sensitivity of the information contained
in the objects and the formal authorization of subjects to access
information of such sensitivity”.
In MAC access is granted on a basis of classification of subjects and
objects. The essence of MAC is a one-directional flow of information.
Each user and each object is assigned a security level. The security level,
also called clearance level, is associated with a user (Sandhu, 1994).
MAC is frequently used in military organizations. The security levels are
hierarchal: Top Secret (TS), Secret (S), Confidential (C) and Unclassified
(U). Where the following domination applies: TS > S > C > U. This is
known as the Bell-LaPadula security model (Figure 10). Its policy is to
protect confidentiality. Bell-LaPadula ignores integrity issues.
The following two principles are required:
1. Read down: A subject’s (user) clearance must dominate the
security level of the object being held.
2. Write up: A subject’s clearance must be dominated by the
security level of the object being written.

In this way information can only flow upwards or within the same
security class.
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...............................

Figure 10 Controlling
information flow for
confidentially

MAC can also define integrity levels, known as Biba’s Integrity Model
(Figure 11): Crucial (C), Important (I) and Unknown, the following
domination principle applies: C > I > U.
1. Read up: A subject’s integrity level must be dominated by the
integrity level of the object being read.
2. Write down: A subject’s integrity level must be dominated by
the integrity level of the object being written.
This model is sometimes referred to as Bell-LaPadula-upside down.
...............................

Figure 11 Controlling
information flow for integrity

The Chinese wall principle addresses conflict of interest issues. Its
objective is to identify and prevent the possibility of information flows
that can give rise to conflicts of interest. Its basic idea is to keep
company information confidential and prevent it from unauthorized
access of consulting services. In the literature (i.e. Neumann, 1998) one
can find the same example of this principle:

‘Consultants naturally have to deal with confidential company
information of their clients. A single consultant should not have access
to information about two insurance agencies or information about two
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industrial manufacturers in the same branch because such insider
information creates a conflict of interests in the consultant’s analysis
and disservice to the clients. Inside information about companies of
the same segment (conflict of interest class) also gives the potential for
consultants to abuse such knowledge for personal profit.’
A user is in violation of the Chinese Wall security policy if he holds
information that conflicts with any other information that he already
holds. A user who knows nothing is permitted access to any dataset.
Once the user has obtained information related to a particular dataset,
a Chinese Wall is built around all datasets that conflict with that
dataset. He can still access other information in the chosen dataset and
in any other dataset which is not in conflict with that (Brewer and
Nash, 1989).
MAC works well in a military environment, in this kind of environment
strong confidentiality is required. Sharing information can be
dangerous; therefore this is only done based on one’s position
(authority) in the organization.
A difficult task for MAC is security labelling; how to decide that File1
has a higher security level than File2? And how to decide that Mr. X
has a higher security level than File1? These are question that can be
answered, but this becomes quite difficult in an enterprise environment.

4.2.2.
Discretionary Access Control
Discretionary Access Control (DAC) is defined as:
“A means of restricting access to objects based on the identity of
subjects and/or groups to which they belong. The controls are
discretionary in the sense that a subject with certain access permission
is capable of passing that permission (perhaps indirectly) on to any
other subject (NCSC, 1987). "
The owner of the data can grant or revoke access control privileges to
other users (Ferraiolo and Kuhn, 1995a). The owner of the data can
apply simple rules like “need to know” or “whom do I like” to grant
access to certain information. Each request to access an object
(information) is checked against the authorization. If there is a match
access is granted, otherwise it is denied. This principle makes a DAC
flexible (Oh and Park, 2003).
However, DAC cannot provide assurance on the flow of information. A
user who is able to access the data can pass it on to others without the
knowledge of the owner (Sandhu and Samarati 1994, page 5). NCSC
(1987, page 4) describes this as a fundamental flaw of DAC: its
vulnerability to Trojan Horses. In same source (page 5 and 6) there is
an explanation how MAC successfully would deal with such a problem,
by preventing information to flow from high level objects into a low
level. Oh and Park (2003) come to the conclusion that DAC is proper
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when sharing of information is more important than protection of
information.
The Trojan horse problem is actually an overall information security
problem. When a user has for instance a digital camera, he can make
an image of the information and pass it on without anyone knowing it.

4.2.3.
Role-Based Access Control
Role-based Access Control (RBAC) is a form of non-discretionary access
control. In RBAC rights and permissions are assigned to role rather than
to individual users (Sandhu 1996). Users are made members of roles
and thereby obtain permissions. Figure 12 shows the relationship
between users, roles and permissions. The double-headed arrow
indicates a many-to-many relationship: A single user can be assigned to
one or more roles and a single role can have one or more members.
...............................

Figure 12 Relationships Users,
Roles and Permissions
Users

Roles

Permissions

A user, assigned to a role, can only perform actions which are granted
to the role. A big advantage of RBAC over MAC and DAC is the
simplicity of administrative support: roles vary less than the users. The
administration of authorization is widely acknowledged as an onerous
process with large and reoccurring expense (Ferraiolo et al, 1995b).
The RBAC reference model (Figure 14) is defined in terms of four
model components:
§ Core RBAC
§ Hierarchical RBAC
§ Static Separation of Duty Relations (Constrained)
§ Dynamic Separation of Duty Relations (Symmetric)
Core RBAC defines a minimum collection of elements, element sets,
and relations in order to completely achieve a RBAC system. This
includes user-role assignment and permission-role assignment relations,
considered fundamental in any RBAC system. In addition, Core RBAC
introduces the concept of role activation as part of a user’s session
within a computer system. Core RBAC is required in any RBAC system,
but the other components are independent of each other and may be
implemented separately. When a user is made member of a role, he is
authorized to execute the operations associated with the role.
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Roles can have overlapping responsibilities, meaning that a user can
belong to different roles4. Within organizations this is frequently the
case, as some operations are performed by all employees. It would be
inefficient to specify the same permissions to different roles; therefore
RBAC allows a hierarchical component. A role hierarchy defines roles
that have unique (only for that role) attributes and may contain other
attributes belonging to other roles. The classic example of a hierarchical
RBAC is that of a hospital (Ferraiolo D, Cugini J, Kuhn R, 1995b); the
role of a specialist contains the role of a doctor and intern. This means
that a member of the role specialist can perform also the tasks related
to the roles of a doctor and intern. A role higher in the hierarchy is
considered to be more powerful than lower in the hierarchy. The roles
cardiologist and rheumatologist are not hierarchically related but they
contain some of the same roles (Figure 13).
...............................

Figure 13 Example of
hierarchical RBAC
Cardiologist

Rheumatologist

Specialist

Doctor

Intern

Separation of Duty (SoD)5 is a principle which requires that critical
operations are divided among two or more users. This principle is also
known outside the ICT security literature (Ferraiolo, Kuhn and
Chandramouli, 2003). A bank for instance requires two employees to
be present when opening and processing deposits from an ATM or
deposit box. In the military environment SoD is known as the “twoman-rule”; two man (or more) are required for operation of a nuclear
weapon. The principle is applied in cases where conflicts of interest or
critical operations are involved.

4

The Baring Bank Case showed how things could go terribly wrong if one person is member

of several conflicting roles. In this case Nick Leeson was solely responsible for his own trades.
He aquired rights that where usually split, and inso was able to hide his losses. By the time the
bank executed an audit, Nick Leeson was responsible for a total loss of 1.3 billon dollars.
[http://www.bbc.co.uk/crime/caseclosed/nickleeson.shtml]
5

American National Standards Institute on Separation of Duty: “Dividing responsibility for

sensitive information so that no individual acting alone can compromise the security of the
data processing system”
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RBAC’s third model component, Static Separation of Duty Relations,
deals with the issue of a conflict of interest. A user assigned to one role
cannot be a member of a second (conflicting) role.
The fourth model component, Dynamic Separation of Duty Relations,
defines exclusivity relations with respect to roles that are activated as
part of a user’s session. In this case a user may be authorized for roles
that may conflict, but limitations are imposed while the user is actively
logged onto the system. This ensures that permissions do not persist
beyond the time that they are required for a duty performance.
...............................

Figure 14 Overview RBAC

The RBAC approach has some appealing benefits (Kampman, 2006):
1. Where many users require the same access rights, those rights
can be defined once, and applied to multiple recipients. This is
cost effective.
2. In the event that the set of privileges required by a whole set of
users changes, the role definition can be adjusted, and the
changes can then be applied to many users at once.
3. By changing a user's role classification, it is possible to quickly
and reliably revoke some privileges and grant new ones.
The benefits of a user provisioning system based on roles and rules
come at a cost:
1. The privilege model, consisting of roles and rules, must be
created and maintained.
2. All new and existing users must be classified into one or more
roles.
The benefit of RBAC depends on how well-defined the roles are. It is
not practical to define as many roles as there are users. Therefore RBAC
should lead to a reasonable set of roles compared to the number of
potential users.
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4.3

Access Control Administration

4.3.1.
MAC Administration
In Mandatory Access Control, the allowed accesses are determined on
the basis of the security classification of subjects and objects. Security
levels are assigned to users by the security administrator. The security
administrator is the only person who can change security levels of
subjects or objects.

4.3.2.
DAC & RBAC Administration
Discretionary Access Control knows a variety of administration policies.
The most common (Sandhu, 1994) are described here. RBAC knows the
same variety of administration policies as DAC.
(1) Centralized administration
A single authorizer (or group) is allowed to grant or revoke
authorizations to users. This is one of the simplest forms of
administrations.
(2) Hierarchical administration
With hierarchical administration a central authorizer is responsible for
assigning responsibilities to other (lower in the hierarchy)
administrators. This form of administration can be applied to for
example an organizational chart
(3) Cooperative administration
In cooperative administration special authorizations on certain resources
cannot be granted (or revoked) by a single authorizer, but it needs the
cooperation of several authorizers. This can be the case when
information, which is highly sensitive, needs modification or removal.
(4) Ownership
A user is considered the owner of the objects he creates. The owner can
grant and revoke rights for others to the object.
(5) Decentralized administration
In decentralized administration the owner of a resource can grant or
revoke other users the privilege of administering authorizations on the
resource.
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5. Design of the Access Control Model
...............................................................................

In this chapter we will design the Access Control model. This will be
done by investigating the RIS services. For every RIS service we will
investigate;
§ What type of interaction is present;
§ What type of interdependency and coordination mechanism is
present;
§ What type of conflicts can occur;
§ Which principles of processing personal data apply and
§ Finally what type of Access Control model fits the RIS service.
The two paragraphs will present a table of roles and separation of
duties and present the conceptual model.

5.1

Fairway Information Services

Fairway Information Services, FIS, contains information which is owned
by waterway authorities and is needed by skippers for the purpose of
voyage planning. Not only skippers are allowed to access this kind of
information: the directive on the re-use of public sector information
applies to FIS hence; all possible users must be able to access FIS
(Figure 15).
With FIS there is a low form of interaction; Waterway authorities
produce (output) the information which the skippers use (input) for
their voyage. If one of the skippers is unable to receive the
information, this does not affect the other skippers; hence the
interdependency type is pooled interdependency. As FIS is to be used
by a lot of potential users, the pooled information resource OIS (NTS
and Inland ENC) requires to be clearly identified, defined and
standardized. A conflict can occur when FIS information is subject to
contamination; this will affect the voyage planning. Coordination is
best done via standardization. The FIS information is currently highly
standardized, with standards regarding to Notices to Skippers and
Inland ENC standards.
FIS information by definition does not contain any information which
can be related to privacy or commercially sensitive information,
because it’s owned by the government. The three principles
(transparency, legitimate purpose and proportionality) in which
personal data may be processed don’t apply for this service.
Since there are many possible users, such as skippers (10.000) logistical
parties, port and water authorities, depending on this information, the
integrity of the FIS information is very important. Only the responsible
owners of FIS information should be able to alter, modify or update FIS
information. Protecting the integrity should prevent contamination and
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thus preventing conflicts. Confidentiality is not an issue here, as long
as there are no restrictions on who can access the information.
...............................

Figure 15 Information flow
Fairway Information Service

Waterway
Authorities

All possible
RIS users

The MAC model can work for FIS, since FIS includes a one directional
flow of information. As stated earlier, confidentiality does not play an
important role, but integrity does, so Biba’s Integrity Model fits here.
The DAC model provides flexibility. This flexibility allows owners of the
information to grant or revoke other users to access the information.
Based on the RIS Directive this flexibility is not needed, the Directive
states that all possible users should be allowed to access FIS
information. This makes the DAC mechanism not preferable for FIS.
RBAC6, the preferred access control model here, has some interesting
features for FIS. This is because FIS information is not owned by just
one waterway authority. As the information is owned by waterway
authorities, Fairway Information is acquired and constructed by more
than one authority. The good example is the electronic charts;
Rijkswaterstaat is not responsible for all, obliged by the RIS Directive,
waterways, also provinces are in control of waterways. The
Rijkswaterstaat waterways are controlled by 10 regional departments;
they all ‘own’ their part of the information. The notices to skippers are
created by a specialized department of Rijkswaterstaat: The Institute for
Inland Water Management and Waste Water Treatment (RIZA). When
looking at FIS from a European point of view this is certainly not the
case; all RIS member States are responsible for instance to supply RIS
users with electronic charts. For this service RBAC can be set up as
follows: Role: Owner of NTS information, Members: RIZA, other
European institutions responsible for NTS production. Role: Owner of
Electronic Navigational Charts Members: Regional Departments
Rijkswaterstaat, Provinces, and other European institutions responsible
for ENC production.
A centralized administration of authorization is best in place here.

6

With RBAC is meant a core RBAC model with its basic features as shown in Figure 14

Overview RBAC
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5.2

Traffic Information

Traffic Information is to support two kinds of services: Tactical Traffic
Information and Strategic Traffic Information.

...............................

5.2.1.
Tactical Traffic Information
Tactical traffic information (TTI) is the information affecting the
skipper’s or the VTS operator’s immediate decisions with respect to
navigation in the actual, short term, traffic situation and the close
geographic surroundings. TTI presents the vessel's own position as well
as the positions of other vessels in the same section of the waterway.
Information is shared between the skippers (public and private) and the
VTS operator. The information flow thereby is two-directional; Skippers
send each other there identification and position and skippers send the
VTS operator that information (Figure 16).

Figure 16 Information flow
Tactical Traffic Information
Skipper 1

VTS
operator
Other
skippers

The interaction is based on reciprocal interdependency. The
information from one skipper (his output) becomes input for possible
action to another skipper. As the three interdependencies and related
coordination mechanism form a Guttman-type scale, standardization,
schedules & plans, and mutual adjustment are all present here. The
exchange format of the information must be standardized; business
rules can be used to restrict (and so prevent a conflict) the use of
information solely for TTI purposes and mutual adjustment for the
actual execution of the navigational decision. The latest will be done via
informal communication with the use of a Mariphone. In the future the
direct skipper to skipper or skipper to VTS operator communication can
be done via a networked IOS like video conferencing, but is not yet
foreseen for this RIS service yet.
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Privacy does play a role in this service, but it is not a big issue: most of
the information can be obtained by simply looking at the vessels in the
fairway. The vessel’s name can easily be observed.
As TTI is designed to support immediate decisions with respect to
navigation, the information is required to be integer. Information like
cargo, destination and numbers and crew names is irrelevant for this
service and should not be available to the actors. Bearing this in mind
confidentially is not important.
As this service allows for two way information, therefore the MAC
model is not suitable. The DAC model offers flexibility; this is not
desired for safe navigation. This can lead to random access of
information, and thereby contradicts the goals of RIS. A RBAC model
can also be implemented for this service. Permissions can be used in
order to prevent the VTS operators to transfer the information to third
parties. A dynamic separation of duty can limit access to the
information for as long as the vessel are close together and the
information is required to build up a TTI. The definition of close is not
yet defined. The implementation of RBAC is preferred here, as is
supports the RIS goals more than DAC.
The administration can be done, because of the dynamic separation of
duty, at a high abstraction level; centralized administration of
authorization.
5.2.2.
Strategical Traffic Information
Strategic traffic information (STI) is the information affecting the
medium and long term decisions of RIS users. This contributes to the
planning decision capabilities regarding a safe and efficient voyage. A
STI is produced in a RIS centre and delivered to the users on demand. It
contains all relevant vessels in the RIS area with their characteristics,
cargoes and positions, stored in a database and presented in a table or
on an electronic map and thereby provides a general overview of the
traffic situation. The information flow is one-directional, from RIS
centre to all (demanding) RIS users (Figure 17).
...............................

Figure 17 Information flow
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Besides the request and the delivery of the information for this service
there is no other form of interaction between the actors. The
interdependency form is pooled. As with Fairway Information Service a
conflict can occur as the information becomes contaminated. Actors
can fear the loss of commercial valuable information. But allowing
every RIS user to access the same information the level playing field is
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restored. Coordination is done via standardization of the exchange
format (output).
At present it is likely a Waterway Authority will act as a RIS Centre. The
Waterway Authority does have access to privacy related information of
the skippers. Based on the Data Protective Directive a skipper must give
his full consent to the Waterway Authority for processing this data. If a
Waterway Authority creates a STI without personal data (meaning
without identification and crew names), information like cargo and
vessel characteristics may be processed for the purpose of STI. A
business rule can be helpful here, it can be formulated like; A STI can
be delivered at request to all RIS users as long as it contains no personal
data.
In order for RIS users to use the information for medium and long term
decisions the integrity of the information must not be questioned. So
we conclude that the integrity of the information is important.
Identification of vessels is not a part of this service; this means that
privacy and confidentially is not an issue here. A STI cannot be traced
back to an individual.
The MAC model can work for STI, since STI is a one directional flow of
information. As stated earlier, confidentiality does not play an
important role, but integrity does so Biba’s Integrity Model fits here. As
long as identification of vessels is not a part of the request of RIS users,
the STI should be made available to all RIS users. A DAC model
therefore is not in place, as flexibility is not required here. A RBAC
model like MAC, fits here. There are two roles required; a role for a RIS
centre and a role for all users. With FIS the latest role is already created,
therefor a RBAC is the appropiate model for this service.
A centralized administration of authorization is best in place here.

5.3

Traffic Management

Traffic Management is to support three kinds of services: Lock and
Bridge Management, Navigational support to vessels and Vessel Traffic
Management.
5.3.1.
Lock and Bridge Management
This service assists in the calculation of estimated and/or requested Time
of Arrival for a chain of locks/bridges. This information of approaching
vessels supports the overall lock planning and allows smooth passage of
vessels through the locks and bridges. An improved lock planning can
reduce waiting times. In turn, lock operators can inform the individual
skipper of his requested time of arrival, and can thereby adapt his
speed and possibly save on fuel consumption. This can be done by
Mariphone but also via transponders. The information flow thereby is
two-directional (Figure 18).
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Figure 18 Information flow
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With this service one actor creates an output that becomes the input
for the other actor. Based on the information flow diagram, the
interdependency form is sequential.
The coordination mechanism hereby is based on schedules and plans.
The primary motive behind this form of interaction is the reduction of
waiting time at locks and bridges. A source of conflict can be the loss
of control over the send information; the information can be used for
other purposes than intended by for instance governmental
organizations. This can be solved by implementing a business rule; the
information send by skippers is only to be used for the purpose of lock
or bridge management.
Lock and bridge operators do not need private information, all they
need from a skipper is identification, vessels size and
estimated/requested time of arrival. The three principles (transparency,
legitimate purpose and proportionality) in which personal data may be
processed don’t apply for this service. This can be opposed with
another business rule; the information skippers send should not contain
any personal data.
In order for the involved actors to act properly, the send information
must not be able to be modified or altered, hence integrity is
important. If the information is modified or altered by third parties, the
whole chain while be affected. The information send is for the receiving
actor’s eyes only. There is no need for other actors to receive this
information, hence confidentially is important.
As this service allows for two way information, the MAC model is not
suitable. The DAC- and RBAC model can both be implemented here.
DAC can lead to a sub optimalization as a lock/bridge operator can
never be exactly sure when a skipper arrives. Other vessels can arrive,
which were not expected, at the lock or bridge. Research showed (i.e.
AVV. 2004a, 2004b) they are quite willing to send their information in
order to improve passage at lock and bridges. RBAC is preferred here;
When all vessels and locks and bridges share information, a smooth
passage can be better guarantied. The roles are easily defined into
three different roles; Lock operators, bridge operators and skippers.
Permissions can be used in order to prevent the lock or bridge
operators to transfer the information to third parties.
The administration can be done at a high abstraction level; centralized
administration of authorization.
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5.3.2.
Navigational Support to vessels
In this service skippers actively request navigational support of a VTS
operator. The skipper sends information, identification and position to
the VTS operator and the VTS operator can send information via
Mariphone or transponder in return (Figure 19). The information flow
thereby is two-directional.
...............................

Figure 19 Information flow
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Based on the information flow diagram, the interdependency is
sequential. Sharing information here is a necessity rather than an
advantage. As with former discussed service the information send can
be used for other purposes than intended and therefore led to a
conflict. The coordination mechanism hereby is based on schedules
and plans. The same business rule can be used; the information send
by skippers is only to be used for the purpose of navigational support
to vessels.
In this service a skippers actively request support and thereby gives his
full consent to the VTS operator to act; privacy principle 1, the
transparency principle applies here.
In order for the involved actors to act properly, the send information
must not be able to be modified or altered, hence integrity is
important. As a skipper is in need of aid, confidentially is not important
here.
This service allows for two-way flow of information, therefore the MAC
model is not suitable. The DAC model can be applied for this service, as
sharing information is more important than protecting it. With DAC a
skippers actively allows the VTS operator to help him. RBAC can be
established as the roles are as in the former service easily created;
Skippers and VTS operators. Sandhu and Munawer (1998) showed that
for a limited amount of objects (i.e. identification and position) a DAC
can be enforced to a RBAC model. With this construction a skipper can
temporarily grant the VTS operator access during the time the service is
required. Based on this advantage RBAC is preffered here.
A decentralized administration is in place here, where the skipper
grants or revokes rights for instance the VTS operator.
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5.3.3.
Vessel Traffic Management
The role of waterway authorities is to optimise the use of the
infrastructure they are controlling as well as facilitate safe navigation.
At present Vessel Traffic Services
(VTS) centres are installed at critical points along the European
waterway network in the Netherlands and Germany where large
amounts of traffic have to be managed. The VTS centres provide
vessels with traffic information on 'blind spots' in the fairway network.
Vessel Traffic Services are services implemented by a Competent
Authority, designed to improve the safety and efficiency of vessel
traffic and to protect the environment. The service has the capability to
interact with the traffic and to respond to traffic situations developing
in the VTS area. Transponders (like AIS) could in the future provide
additional information such as data about dangerous cargo shipped and
the vessel's identity with much cheaper shore-side infrastructure.
Likewise, verbal reports from skippers (by VHF radio) to the VTS centre
can be replaced by electronic data exchange. The information flow
thereby is two-directional (Figure 20).
...............................

Figure 20 Information flow
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Based on the information flow diagram, the interdependency is
sequential. The coordination mechanism is based on schedules and
plans. The primary motive behind this form of interaction is not to have
to report/request the same information over and over again during a
voyage. A source of conflict can be the loss of control over the send
information; the information can be used for other purposes than
intended by for instance governmental organizations. This can be
solved by implementing a business rule; the information send by
skippers is only to be used for the purpose of vessel traffic
management.
Electronic ship reporting ensures that the vessels information is
available for the VTS operator, including the privacy related
information. Vessels travelling with dangerous goods are obliged by law
to report (transparency principle; processing is necessary for
compliance with a legal obligation), vessels without dangerous goods
are encouraged to report electronically but don’t have to.
As this service allows for two way information, therefore the MAC
model is not suitable. The DAC- and RBAC model can both be
implemented here. Implementation the DAC model can lead to a sub
optimalization as like with lock and bridge management. Note that this
is the case in the present situation with electronic reporting. RBAC is
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preferred here; when all vessels and VTS operators share information,
safe navigation can be better guarantied. The roles are easily defined
into two different roles; VTS operators and skippers. Permissions can be
used in order to prevent the VTS operators to transfer the information
to third parties. This is the same restriction as mentioned with Tactical
Traffic Information.
The administration can be done at a high abstraction level; centralized
administration of authorization.

5.4

Calamity Abatement Services

Skippers are willingly to give their information to authorities in case of a
calamity. The information needed for coordination of the calamity is
already present in applications like IVS90 and MIB. Waterway
Authorities are capable of providing the information immediately to the
rescue and emergency teams. Calamity Abatement Services is meant to
support rescue and emergency teams with information. The service is
not meant for communication towards the RIS actors. Communication
towards the RIS actors can be done via Fairway Information (via the
Notices to Skippers) and the Traffic Management Services. This makes
the information flow one-directional (Figure 21).
...............................

Figure 21 Information flow
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The interaction in this service is limited by supplying the output of the
Waterway Authorities (the information) to the Rescue and Emergency
teams. This form of collaboration is a strategic necessity; hence there is
a sequential interdependency relation present. The primary motive for
the Rescue and Emergency teams is the reduction of errors.
Coordination is based on schedules and plans and thereby the use of
business rules.
Standardization of exchange format from the Waterway Authority to
the Rescue and Emergency teams is a source of conflict here. This must
be well communicated, agreed on and safeguarded, in order for the
Rescue and Emergency teams to rely on the received information. The
Rescue and Emergency teams receive information, but these actors do
create a conflict of interest, other actors can see this as a possible
source of conflict and fear the loss of control over sensitive
information. Some of these actors do also have law enforcement
responsibilities. With the use of a business rule the information can only
be accessed during the calamity.
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Skippers are made aware this can happen via the IVS90 privacy regime,
and by using IVS90 the skippers give their full consent to process their
personal data. The exemptions in the Data Protective Directive, article
13, are the legal basis to process the personal data.
Rescue and emergency teams coordinate and act based on the
information as given by the Waterway Authorities, therefore the
integrity of the information is important and confidentially is not.
As the information flow is one-directional, a MAC model can be used.
As stated earlier, confidentiality does not play a role, but integrity does
so Biba’s Integrity Model fits here. The DAC model provides unwanted
flexibility, and is therefore not suitable for this service. A RBAC model
can also be implemented as the roles are easily created; a role for
Waterway Authorities and a role for Rescue and Emergency teams.
With the use of a dynamic separation of duty the Rescue and
Emergency teams could get access to the information for as long as the
calamity is taking place. After the calamity access to the information is
revoked.
A centralized administration of authorization is best in place here, as
simplicity can be a key success factor in dealing with calamities.

5.5

Information for Transport Logistics

Terminal and port operators need Estimated Time of Arrival (ETA) and
identification information in order to be able to plan resources for
terminal processes. ETA information of approaching vessels supports
the overall terminal utilisation and allows for smooth passage of vessels
through the terminal facilities. This leads to a reduction of waiting time.
In case of insufficient terminal capacities, the terminal operator can
inform the skipper of his Requested Time of Arrival (RTA). With the
exchange of ETA and RTA information the terminal process can be
optimalized. The information flow (Figure 22) is two-directional.
...............................

Figure 22 Information flow
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As the actors each produce a part of information which becomes input
for the other, the interdependency is sequential. The primary motive
behind this form of interaction is the reduction of waiting times at
terminals and ports, the coordination mechanism is based on schedules
and plans. They depend on each others information in order to perform
their own work well. In order for this service to perform well, conflicts
like managing the relation and keeping opportunistic behavior under
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control, business rules can be implemented. The business rules define
the expectation between the actors. The business rules can be defined
like;
§ A skipper will send his information to the Terminal/Port
operator solely for the purpose of Terminal/Port processes.
§ A Terminal/Port operator will not disclose the send information
to third parties.
This service allows for processing of personal data, hence the privacy
principles have to be taken into account. Based on the transparency
principle this can be done when;
§ The data subject has ambiguously given his consent or,
§ When the processing is necessary for the performance of or the
entering into a contract
The involved actors do all benefit with an optimilized terminal/port
process, so the exchanged information requires integrity. The
exchanged information can be considered as commercial valuable
information, confidentially like privacy is also required.
As this service allows for two way information, therefore the MAC
model is not suitable. Bases on the transparency principle a DAC model
can be used for this service. DAC cannot provide assurence for the flow
of information; this can be dealt with in a contract. A RBAC model can
also be implemented for this service. The RBAC has an advantage here
over the DAC model; Permissions can be used to prevent the
Terminal/Port operator to send the information to third parties. Based
on this advantage the RBAC model is preffered for this service. A
cooperative administration of authorization or a decentralized
administation can be used to grant or revoke rights.

5.6

Information for Law Enforcement

This service is least investigated of all services7. There are a potential
number of Law Enforcement Agencies like Water police, customs,
Labour Inspection (Dutch: Arbeidsinspectie), Environmental and
Vegenarian (Dutch: Veterinaire Inspectie) Inspection Agencies. For
simplicity these are combined to one group; Law Enforcement
Agencies8. At the moment no finite information studie has been done,
in order to find out what kind of information these actors require.
Therefore we assume they want an exact copy of the information
related to Vessel Traffic Management. The difference with Vessel
Traffic Management is that this service does not require a two
directional flow of information. The information will be one-directional;
from skipper to law enforcement agencies (Figure 23).

7

This is due to the fact that skippers don’t trust the government’s intentions. Waterway

Authorities are first trying to establish the other RIS Services, starting with Fairway
Information Services.
8

Differentiation is possible; this will only create more roles, such as a role for Customs and

Water police.
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Figure 23 Information Flow
Law Enforcement
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Besides the request and the delivery of the information for this service
there is no other form of interaction between the actors. The
interdependency form is pooled. As with Fairway Information Service
and Strategical Traffic Information a conflict can occur as the
information becomes contaminated. Coordination is done via
standardization of the exchange format (output).
For this service, as with other services, integrity and confidentially are
important.
At present there is no legal basis (principle 2 and 3: legitimate and
proportionality purpose) for law enforcement agencies to automatically
receive the information and act on it. Information sharing between the
agencies is restricted to strict rules, like the Dutch Police Law. Law
enforcement agencies can only get access to the information when a
skipper gives his full consent (transparency principle 1).
In this service MAC, DAC and RBAC can be implemented. We prefer
here the implementation of a RBAC like we proposed with Navigational
Support to Vessels. In that service a DAC model is enforced into a
RBAC model. With this construction skippers have the ‘freedom’ of
authorizing other actors like with a DAC model and don’t has the
disadvantage of loss of confidentially.
A decentralized administration is in place here, where the skippers can
grant or revoke rights for the Law Enforcement Agencies.
A variation to this solution can be possible. In return to the received
information, law enforces send information back to the skippers. An
example can be an ‘ok’ by the customs control agencies. In this case
the interdependency will change from pooled to sequential. The MAC
model does not apply anymore, since there is now a two-directional
flow of information. The proposed RBAC model can still be applied
here.

5.7

Statistics

This service allows primary for collection of statistics. There are various
statistics which will be collected like; general traffic data, cargo
statistics, vessel statistics, lock statistics and accident statistics.
Nowadays, these statistical data are mainly gathered through surveys in
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writing. Secondly this service possible can deliver statistics on request to
RIS users.
The information flow one-directional, from Waterway Authority to
Bureau of Statistics and from those them to the RIS users, such as
policy makers, skippers and waterway authorities (Figure 24).

...............................

Figure 24 Information flow
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There is a low form of interaction between the actors; but the relation
is more than pooled interdependency. The interdependence form is
sequential. The flow is one directional as mentioned in the former
paragraph and the output of the Waterway Authority becomes the
input for the others, without this output the others cannot receive and
use this information.
The coordination mechanism is based on schedules and plans.
Contamination is a source of conflict for statistics; the information can
be incomplete, incorrect or even non-existing and can lead to unreliable
information. Conflicts, like loss of control of commercial sensitive
information, can also occur when the information is controlled by an
actor who’s also a competitor of the other actors. In case of sharing the
information as drawn in the above figure this can be prevented; the
information is send to Bureau of Statistics and Waterway Authorities
both are not competitors. In order to prevent the first mentioned
source of conflict the exchange format of the information can be
standardized.
Personal data may be processed by Waterway Authorities and Bureaus
of Statistics for Statistical purposes only. This is based on the principle
2, the legitimate purpose of the Data Protective Directive, article 6b;
further processing of data for historical, statistical or scientific purposes
shall not be considered as incompatible provided that Member States
provide appropriate safeguards. In practice this means that the statistics
send to third parties will be made anonymously (the information
becomes aggregated information).
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Reliable statistics rely on the integrity of the received information. As
statistics are based on data which includes personal data, confidentially
is important.
A MAC model cannot be implemented as with MAC a choice has to
made to protect either integrity or confidentially. Based on the
legitimate purpose a DAC model is not optimal when transferring
information from the Waterway Authority to the Bureau of Statistics.
As the origin of the statistics is not made traceably there is no need for
a DAC model when the statistics are requested by third parties. A
RBAC model is preferred here, there are three roles;
1. Waterway Authorities
2. Bureau of Statistics
3. RIS Users
The administration can be done at a high abstraction level; centralized
administration of authorization.

5.8

Waterway Charges and Harbour Dues

Waterway Charges and Harbour Dues can be collected in the RIS
concept. The Waterway Authorities of Germany and France do collect
charges for some channels that include the RIS Directive. ASS-Online is
a German web-based IT system (PIANC, 2004), which offers an
information system for waterway infrastructure charges, electronic
transport notification by skippers, and electronic invoices to skippers.
There is interaction between the skipper and Port Authority or a
Waterway Charging Organization (Figure 25). The form of interaction
of this RIS service is a 2-directional form of information:
§ Travel data will be send by the skipper to the Authority and,
§ The Authority sends the charge or due to the skipper
§ The skipper will do the payment to the Authority
...............................

Figure 25 Information flow
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They actual payment can be done via web based bank transfers. Banks
have very strict security policies regarding via web based bank
transfers. Access Control and authentication are established and
commonly accepted by users. Based on this interaction scheme, the
interdependency is sequential interdependence. The coordination
mechanism is based on schedules and plans. Loss of control over
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information and misuse can be sources of conflicts. With the use of
business rules this can be prevented.
Integrity is important as the travel data must not be able altered or
modified by unauthorized users. Based on the send information from a
skipper the authority will send the charge or due. This information is for
his eye only, as there is no need for other users to know this kind of
information, hence confidentially is important.
This service is 2-way flow of information; hence MAC is not suitable as
MAC only works when the flow is one way. The DAC model is also not
suitable; as DAC is preferred when information sharing is more
important than its protection (Oh and Park, 2003). The protection of
information confidentially is said before to be important. RBAC does
qualify for this service, as roles can be defined. There are three roles;
1. Skippers
2. Port authority
3. Waterway charging authority
With the use of permissions a port authority or a waterway charging
authority can be limited to transfer the due of charge to other users.
The administration of authorization is based on ownership, as the port
or waterway charging organization can grant or revoke right to other
individual users.

5.9

Roles & Separation of Duty

For every RIS service roles can be created. Separation of duties can be
used in order to prevent actors to be member of roles that create a
possible conflict. Table shows for each service its members and, if
required, the kind of separation of duty.
...............................

Table 4 Separation of Duty for
Membership Roles

Service Members

Members

Separation of
Duty Member

FIS

Waterway Authority

All RIS users

-

TTI

VTS Operator

Skippers

Static SoD

STI

RIS Centre

All RIS users

-

LBM

Lock/Bridge Operator

Skippers

Static SoD

NSV

VTS Operator

Skippers

see TTI

VTM

VTS Operator

Skippers

see TTI

CAS

Waterway Authority

Emergency &
Rescue Teams

Dynamic SoD

ITL

Port/Terminal Operator

Skippers

Static SoD

ILE

Law Enforcement
Agencies

Skippers

Dynamic SoD

ST

Waterway Authority,
Bureau of Statistics

All RIS users

Static SoD

WHD

Port Authority, Waterway Skippers
Charging Authority
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Static SoD

Explanation of Table :
All actors are made member for the role of All RIS users, for the services
of Fairway Information Service, Strategical Traffic Information and
Statistics.
Waterway Authorities are made member sending FIS information,
Calamity Abatement information and Statistics. No other actors can be
made member of this role. Similair a static separation of duty must take
of of that Waterway Authorities can not be made member of other
roles, except the role of All RIS Users.
For the role of skippers, only skippers are allowed to be member. A
static separation of duty will prevent them to be member of other roles,
except the role of All RIS Users.
VTS operators are made member of TTI, NSV and VTM, a static
separation of duty prevents them to be member of other roles, except
the role of All RIS Users.
Lock/Bridge Operators, Port/Terminal Operators and Port Authorities
and Waterway Charging Authorities should only be made member of
their own role (except the role of All RIS Users). Static separations of
duty wil take care of this to prevent conflicts of interest.
The Law Enforcement Agencies shloud made member only for the role
of Law Enforcement. This should be complemented with a dynamic
separation of duty, as waterway authorities can also be member of this
role. This could lead to a conflict of interest. With the proposed model
in paragraph 5.6 skippers can allow waterway authorities to use this
information also for this service.
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5.10 Conceptual model and lifecycle
In the previous paragraphs the model has been designed. This final
paragraph will show how this model is connected to the real physical
world and how it adresses the life expectancy of the model.
5.10.1.
Conceptual model
Figure 26 shows the relation between the involved actors, the real
world, the RIS concept with its applications and services. The actors are
involved in both the real world (the actual transportation process) and
are connected to the RIS concept by roles. Based on their membership,
the actors get access to certain RIS services. The services are connected
with various underlying applications. More detailed information about
the RIS concept can be found in paragraph 1.3.2 and seen in Figure 2.
...............................

Figure 26 Conceptual Model

5.10.2.
Lifecycle expectancy
The usability of the designed model is based on the variation in the
presented blocks, see Figure 26. The world of actors can change rapidly
as companies come and go. The real world of inland waterway
transport is much more stable; goods will always be transported via the
rivers. A total modal shift towards rail or road transport is not likely to
happen. Applications however are very dynamic; they depend strongly
on factors like chosen platform (like Microsoft windows9), maintenance
support by software houses, and new technological developments.
Services are less dynamic than applications, which is their reason of
existence. As mentioned earlier, roles vary less than actors. As the
model is based on roles and services connected to the different roles,
the life expectancy can be called stable.

9

Since the introduction of Windows v1 in 1985, Microsoft has frequently launched new

versions such as Windows v2 (1987), Windows v3 (1990), Windows 95 (1995), Windows XP
(2001) and just recently Windows Vista (2007).
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6. Validation of the Model
...............................................................................
A crucial step for every designed model is its validation. Model validity
has to do with the degree of realism and relevance of the model with
respect to the real problem. Although it is a philosophically deep issue,
validation practically means demonstrating that the model is an
adequate and useful description of the real system, with respect to the
problem(s) of concern (Barlas and Carpenter 1990).

6.1

Structure of Validation

Mathematical models, like discrete or continuous models, can be face
validated with so-called structure and behaviour tests. Structure
validation is done in order to determine whether the model has an
adequate, meaningful structure. Behaviour tests are done in order to
determine whether the behaviour of the model resembles the behaviour
exhibited by the real system that was modelled (Barlas, 1989; Barlas,
1996). As our model presently only exists on paper, these validation
tools cannot be used.
6.1.1.
Forecasting, backcasting and bouncecasting
We describe three used techniques; forecasting, backcasting and
bouncecasting.
Forecasting is different than prediction, as prediction aims for absolute
expressions often expressed in a percentage. Forecasting deals with the
question: What is most likely to happen in the near future? Or what is
most likely to happen? Robinson (1982) describes forecasting as a
means to make statements regarding the future, based on explicit or
implicit assumptions from the present situation and observed trends.
Another techique for validation is backcasting10. The term backcasting is
introduced by Robinson (1982) to analyse future anergy options in
terms of how desirable futures could be obtained. The major
distinguishing characteristic of backcasting analyses is a concern, not
with what futures are likely to happen, but with how desirable futures
can be obtained (Robinson, 1982; p.822). This can be summarized to;
What shall we do today to get there, and what measures may lead into
blind alleys and should be avoided? Robinson (1990) defined the
principle of this technique as follows:
“The major distinguishing characteristic of backcasting analysis is a
concern, not with what futures are likely to happen, but with how

10

Backcasting is known by the RAND Corporation as a strategy method called ‘seeking a

dream’. It begins with a desirable future and then uses the scenario to identify the steps that
must be taken to achieve it. Kahan, J.P (2004). ‘BOUNCECASTING IN A GAME OF
CYBERTRUST AND CRIME PREVENTION’, RAND Europe, September 2004, source prof.
Warren Walker.
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desirable futures can be attained. It is thus explicitly normative,
involving working backwards from a particular desirable future endpoint to the present in order to determine the physical feasibility of
that future and what policy measures would be required to reach that
point.”
The difference between forecasting and backcasting is presented
graphically in Figure 27.
...............................

Figure 27 Principle Forecasting
& Backcasting, adopted from
Banister and Stead (2004)
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Besides forecasting and backcasting, another technique is called
bouncecasting. Bouncecasting is developed by the RAND (Lampert,
Popper and Banks, 2003). This technique combines forecasting and
backcasting. Kahan (2004b) defines bouncecasting in a nutshell;
‘Select the drivers of change to define a space of futures (the forecast),
and then examine how to exploit their advantages and avoid their
disadvantages (the backcast).’
The drives of change are things that are out ouf control and/or
potentially important for the design of multiple scenarios. Think about
de impact of new technologies, large-scale incidents, economic shocks
and social disruption (Kahan, 2004a).
RAND (Lampert, Popper and Banks, 2003) developed a theoretical
foundation called ‘XLRM’. They use this structure to explore various
scenarios, based on the drivers of change. The XLRM structure stands
for;
§ eXogenous uncertainties;
§ Policy Levels
§ Relationships
§ Measures
6.1.2.
Argumentation
Validation of the designed model will be done by using several
forecasts. With the use of forecasts the designed model will be
confronted with possible events that might have an impact on the
model. The forecasts must prove the robustness, like a sensitivity
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analysis, of the designed model, as there are several realistic forecasts
to be made that might influence the model.
The backcasting method is not chosen here. As backcasting is an
interesting method, it is not preferred here to validate the designed
model.
The development of the RIS concept is a form of backcasting. Public
and private partners in inland shipping have defined together a vision
of the future. Pan European commitment for this vision has been
established. Implementation of the RIS Directive by EU member states,
national implementation plans, partly worked out in the gentlemen’s
agreement (Annex 3) and the subject of this thesis, are ways to obtain
the desirable RIS future. This agreement is a form of command and
control (Bruin, ten Heuvelhof and in‘t Veld, 1998 and 2002) to speed
up the process of using the RIS services. If the agreement proves not to
be effective, the backcasting method can be used to analyse
consequences and conditions for a preferred future. This future can be
formulated like: in 2015 all involved actors will actively use the RIS
services.
More of less the same argument applies for not choosing the
bouncecasting method; many wheels are yet in motion in the RIS
arena. Applications are being made, the gentlemen’s agreement is just
signed, Fairway Information Services is about to be launched by
Waterway Authorities as a professional service. The path is already
chosen; it is not likely that bouncecasting would change this path.
In the next paragraphs the designed model will be confronted with the
forecasts. Fairway Information Services will be excluded as this has no
impact on the forecasts.

6.2

Forecast 1: Security overrules Privacy

In reaction of the 9/11 attack in the United States, the International
Ship and Port Facility Security Code (ISPS Code) has been developed to
prevent threats to ships and port facilities.
The code is an international standard for improving the security of
ocean-going vessels and port facilities. Part of the code is the
mandatory use of Automatic Identification System (AIS) transponders
for ocean-going vessels.
In the light of security issues, we forecast that inland waterway vessels
are obliged also to use these transponders and share the information
with Port Managers, Waterway Authorities and Law Enforcement
agencies. With this forecast personal data may be processed under the
exemptions of the Data Protective Directive for national and public
security reasons. The transparency principle for processing personal
data is hereby overruled. In practice this means all vessels must use the
electronic reporting applications and must allow governmental
institutions to track and trace them.
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This will have the following impact on the designed model;
1. The roles of Port Managers, Waterway Authorities and Law
Enforcement will be combined into one role i.e. Governmental
Institution. The model will thereby be simplified, to a relatively
simple RBAC model.
2. The Governmental Institution receives the information and will
act on it.
3. Privacy is no issue with the interaction between private and
public actors anymore.
4. The business rules and separations of duty that presently
prevent information to be used for other purposes than
intended. This only applies to the interaction between the
skippers and the Governmental Institutions.
The words of Roger Needham mentioned in chapter one become
reality. Mr. Needham said; ‘Privacy is a transient notion. It started
when people stopped believing that God could see everything and
stopped when governments realized there was a vacancy to be filled.
’And in this forecast the government applies for the vacancy and gets
the job.
In this forecast privacy becomes a non-issue. This can be regretted, as
privacy is a fundamental human right. But the Inland Waterway
Transport sector can also benefit is this forecast;
1. There will be a reduction of the administration burden.
Information has only to be send once.
2. Traffic Management can guarantee a smooth passage at locks,
bridges and inform skippers better on the fairway, as the VTS
operator knows exactly what is going on in the fairway.
3. Skippers don’t have to wait anymore at borders, the
information is already known.
Inland waterway transport will become overall more competitive
towards other transport modes and thereby the goals of RIS are
achieved.

6.3

Forecast 2: The unreliable government

Minister Peijs and several inland waterway transport trade
organizations (Koninklijke Schuttevaer, Centraal Bureau voor de Rijnen Binnenvaart, Kantoor Binnenvaart en de Vereniging van Sleep- en
Duwbooteigenaren Rijn en IJssel) signed the so-called Inland Waterway
Agreement (Annex 3). The agreement is about issues like sustainability,
innovation, market potential and safety. Important for this forecast is
the agreement about AIS transponders. AIS transponders have been
chosen as the standard for tracking and tracing purposes. Before 2009
the state will not make any laws concerning mandatory use of the AIS
transponder. The State will pay for the transponders. Furthermore the
State agreed to invest a total of €10 million in innovation for the inland
waterway transport sector.
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A gentlemen's agreement is an informal agreement between two
parties. It may be written or oral. The essence of a gentleman's
agreement is that it relies upon the honour of the parties for its
fulfilment, rather than being in any way enforceable. It is, therefore,
different from of a legal agreement or contract, which can be enforced
if necessary.
As governments can change, so can their opinion towards the
agreements made. When this happens, a government becomes
unreliable. In this forecast a new government shows itself unreliable.
This can lead to two different scenarios.
In the first scenario the government will not pay for the transponders.
Skippers have to make the investment themselves. We assume now
that the skippers refuse to make this investment or they make the
investment but will not share the information with the Waterway
Authorities. This will have the following impact on the model;
1. The role of skippers ceases to exist for Traffic Information. No
information will be exchanged via this RIS service.
2. The service Traffic Management will not exist as skippers refuse
to share information to VTS operators and Lock and Bridge
operators.
3. Information needed for Calamity Abatement Services will
remain the same as all voyages are still available (only the way
of reporting will change from electronic to mariphone,
telephone or fax) in applications like IVS90.
4. Skippers can still choose to use the designed model for sharing
the service information for Transport Logistics, as they do trust
the private partners.
5. The model for Law Enforcement will be the same, as this model
is based on voluntary sending information to Law Enforcers.
The DAC model will not be harmed.
6. The model designed for Statistics will not be harmed.
7. The model designed for Waterway Charges and Harbour Dues
will not be harmed, but questions can be raised about is
usefulness. The service relies in transponder information.
Conclusion is that most RIS services will not be used and this would
seriously harm the objective of RIS. The designed model does not
change.
In the second scenario, the government decides the AIS transponder is
also to be used for law enforcement purposes. Presently agreed is that
the information is only to be used for Traffic Information and
Management purposes.
This will have an effect on the relation between the public and private
actors. Skippers will not trust the government, as it broke their promise.
As presently there is no law on mandatory use of AIS transponders,
skippers are likely not to use the transponders anymore. Traffic
Information and Management services will cease to exist. Skipper will
probably not share any information with law enforcement agencies
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either, so this service faces the same problems as traffic information
and management. In order to still reveive the informaton, laws are
required, and this will create the same model as in forecast 1.

6.4

Forecast 3: Increased Competition from other Modes

In this forecast inland waterway transport faces heavy competition from
other transport modes, like road and train transport. We assume the
Betuwe Route will be operational and very competitive towards inland
waterway transport.
The private actors involved in inland waterway transport need to
become more efficient towards the other two modes in order to face
the competition. This means the sector needs to be faster and cheaper.
In order to achieve this inland waterway sector requires two things;
1. Skippers require smooth passages at locks and bridges; this will
improve their travel time. They want to share their information
with waterway authorities.
2. Secondly, the administrative burden needs to be reduced. The
sector only wants to report information once to the public
actors.
This forecast leads to a simplification of the designed model. All public
actors will be made member of one role; the Governmental Institution.
The difference with the first forecast is in this forecast sharing of
information is voluntary. This forecast will lead to the same advantages
mentioned in forecast 1.
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7. Conclusions and Recommendations
...............................................................................
This chapter summarizes the contribution of this thesis toward the
concept of River Information Services. We also provide information
about areas that diverse future research attention.

7.1

Conclusions

River Information Services (RIS) means the harmonized information
services to support traffic and transport management in inland
navigation, including interfaces to other transport modes. Within the
concept information is shared and re-used by public and private actors
involved in Inland Waterway Transport. Some actors, like skippers, fear
the loss of control and the governments’ intention, regarded to their
privacy, when sharing their information. Access Control is a method to
protect information.
For Rijkswaterstaat it is unclear what type of Access Control model
should be used. The objective of this thesis is to make
recommendations on which type of Access Control model fits the
concept of River Information Services best, hereby taking into account
the form of collaboration and the principles for processing personal
data.
This research has found three kinds of forms of dependencies between
collaborating parties possible, namely pooled sequential and reciprocal
interdependency. Each form of interdependency has is own best suiting
coordination mechanism;
§ For pooled interdependency coordination through
standardization suits best,
§ For sequential interdependency coordination by schemes and
planning is best,
§ And for reciprocal interdependency mutual adjustment is the
best coordination mechanism.
Each of these coordination mechanisms demands other aspects in the
access control model;
§ Standardization is best supported by a role-based access control
model with central administration of authorizations,
§ Schemes and planning requires for a business rule based access
control model and
§ Mutual adjustment needs the flexibility of discretionary access
control with decentralized administration of authorization.
Each next form of coordination, and therefore access control, is more
complex than the previous. The chosen access control model and
administration of authorization should support the dependencies for
which they protect information.
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Processing of personal data can only be done in compliance with the
Data Protective Directive. There are three principles in which personal
data may be processed; Transparency, Legitimate purpose and
Proportionality.
Access Control (AC) has a potential for sharing and exchange of
information, but it can also frustrate users and imposes large
administrative costs. AC plays an important role in three known
concepts of information security risk categories:
1. Confidentiality refers to the need to keep information secure
and private. Only authorized users can read the information.
2. Integrity refers to the concept of protecting information from
being improperly altered or modified by unauthorized users.
Only authorized users can alter the information, in an
authorized way of course.
3. Availability refers to the notion that information is available for
use when needed. An unauthorized user, i.e. an attacker, is
likely to do damage to the information.
This research has found three kinds of types of access control models;
Mandatory Access Control (MAC), Discretionary Access Control (DAC)
and Role-based Access Control (RBAC).
With MAC, one has to choose to protect either the integrity or the
confidentially of the information. DAC is proper when sharing of
information is more important than protection of information. In RBAC
rights and permissions are assigned to role rather than to individual
users. A big advantage of RBAC over MAC and DAC is the simplicity of
administrative support: roles vary less than the users. The RBAC
reference model is defined in terms of four model components: Core
RBAC, Hierarchical RBAC, Static Separation of Duty Relations, and
finally Dynamic Separation of Duty Relations.
The knowledge gained about collaboration, privacy and access control
models has been applied to the 8 RIS services.
The research has found that a Role Based Access Control Model suits
the concept of River Information Services best.
The research shows that the forms of collaboration require protection
of the integrity, confidentiality and privacy of the shared (or re-used)
information. Violation of these concepts will lead to conflicts and
therefore must be prevented.
Mandatory and Discretionary Access Control Models (MAC and DAC)
are not suitable; MAC is only capable of protecting either integrity or
confidentiality, DAC cannot protect the confidentiality of information.
A Role Based Access Control Model (RBAC) is capable of protecting
these interests; RBAC can implement business rules to protect the
interests. The business rules can be used in order to set the permissions
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for the various services in order to prevent actors to send the
information to third parties. With the use of static separation of duties
actors cannot be made member of other roles and thereby prevent
conflicts of interest.

7.2

Reflection/Limitations of this Research

Every research knows its limitations. Designing a model is not equal to
implementation or using it; more steps towards implementations are
required.
Rijkswaterstaat, as major stakeholder, can take action towards
implementation of the proposed model. The following actions can be
done:
§ This thesis has focused on an access control model. Access
Control is just a part of information security. It is not a
complete solution for securing information systems (Sandhu
and Samarati, 1994 and 1996). It must be complemented with
auditing. Further research could be performed to investigate
what type of audit fits designed access control model for River
Information Services.
§ Action should be taken to define the specifications for
implementing the proposed model. The specifications should
take into account: type of platform and the relationship with
the applications.
Further research should be done by Rijkswaterstaat in order to
understand what information is required by the Law Enforcement
Agencies. This research should be complemented by understanding the
impact of this information requirement on the designed model.
Efficient transportation of goods includes, as defined by RIS, also the
connection to other modes such as road transport and rail transport.
Further research could be conducted to explore the impact of the
information needs of those involved actors on the designed model.
The use of AIS transponders is critical for the success of River
Information Services. This research deals with the protection of privacy
towards other actors. AIS Transponder information can be collected and
made visible on the internet. An example of an internet page is
http://www.aislive.com. Further research can be carried out in order to
find out how these kinds of internet services will affect the use of River
Information Services.
From all the RIS nations (paragraph 1.3.1), only the Ukraine is neither
member of the EU nor the OECD. No research has been done in this
thesis to find out what this means for the design of this model. Further
research is proposed on the legal framework with respect to privacy
and the concept of RIS in the Ukraine.
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List of Abbreviations
...............................................................................

AC
AIS
APEC
AVV
BICS
CAS
COMPRIS
DAC
ETA
EU
FIS
ILE
INDRIS
Inland ECDIS
IOS
ITL
IVS90
LBM
MAC
MIB

MOVES
NSV
NTS
OECD
RBAC
RIS
RTA
ST
STI
STIS
TM
TTI
VTM
WHD
WBP
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Access Control
Automatic Identification System (transponder)
Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation
Adviesdienst Verkeer en Vervoer
Barge Information and Communication System
Calamity Abatement Services
Consortium Operational Management Platform
River Information Services
Discretionary Access Control
Estimated Time of Arrival
European Union
RIS Service Fairway Information Services
RIS Service Information for Law Enforcement
Navigation Demonstrator for River Information
Services
A system for the display of electronic inland
navigation charts and additional information
InterOrganizational System
RIS Service Information for Transport Logistics
Informatie- & Volgsysteem Scheepvaart
RIS Service Lock and Bridge Management
Mandatory Access Control
Melde- Und Informationssystem für
Gefahrguttransporte auf bestimmten
Binnenschiffahrtstrassen (German version of
IVS90)
MOsel VerkehrsErfassungsSystem (German
version of IVS90)
RIS Service Navigational Support to Vessels
Notices to Skippers
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development
Role-Based Access Control
River Information Services
Requested Time of Arrival
RIS Service Statistics
RIS Service Strategical Traffic Information
Scheepvaart Tranport Informatie Services
RIS Service Traffic Management
RIS Service Tactical Traffic Information
RIS Service Vessel Traffic Management
RIS Service Waterway Charges and Harbour
Dues
Wet Bescherming Persoonsgegevens (Dutch
implementation of 95/46/EC)
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Annex 1: Figure Potential Inland Waterway Transport

...............................................................................
Next figure will give the reader an impression of the difference in
transport capacity between inland waterway transport and road
transport.
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Annex 2: Privacy

...............................................................................
Extra information related to paragraph 3.1 Concept of Privacy
Article 10 of the Dutch Constitution states the same.
“ 1. Ieder heeft, behoudens bij of krachtens de wet te stellen
beperkingen, recht op eerbiediging van zijn persoonlijke levensfeer. 2.
De wet stelt regels ter bescherming van de persoonlijke levensfeer in
verband met het vastleggen en verstrekken van persoonsgegevens. 3.
De wet stelt regels inzake de aanspraken van personen op de
kennisneming van over hen vastgelegde gegevens en van het gebruik
dat daarvan wordt gemaakt, alsmede op verbetering van zodanige
gegevens.”
Extra information related to the IVS90 privacy regime
Article 4 of the IVS90 privacy regime states the legitimate and
proportionality principle for the need of processing personal data;
‘Het doel van de verwerking van persoonsgegevens verkregen door
verkeersregistratiesystemen, is het beheer van waterstaatswerken, in
het bijzonder:
a. het verzekeren en bevorderen van het doelmatig, vlot en veilig
gebruik van waterstaatswerken, als bedoeld in de Wet beheer
rijkswaterstaatswerken, waaronder ook begrepen het verhalen van
schade, veroorzaakt door de gebruikers,
b. de zorg voor de veiligheid van gebruikers van waterstaatswerken,
waaronder het snel en doelmatig kunnen handelen bij ongevallen en
calamiteiten, en
c. het verrichten van noodzakelijke studies en onderzoeken en het
verwerken van persoonsgegevens voor statistische en
beleidsdoeleinden.’
Answer of ‘College Bescherming Persoonsgegevens’, related to the use
of a privacy regime besides the Data Protective Directive:
‘In de Wet bescherming persoonsgegevens (WBP) is geen
reglementplicht voor overheid en semi-publieke
instellingen meer opgenomen. Dit betekent dat een
privacyreglement volgens de wet niet meer nodig is.
Ondanks het feit dat de reglementplicht is vervallen,
kan een reglement toch zinvol zijn. Een reglement
bevat immers informatie voor (potentiële) betrokkenen
en is een leidraad voor (de medewerkers van) de
organisatie. Op grond van de wet moet een ieder
geïnformeerd kunnen worden over de verwerkingen van
persoonsgegevens die zich in de organisatie voordoen;
een reglement met eventueel een bijbehorende
toelichting kan daarbij heel nuttig zijn. Wat er in
het reglement wordt opgenomen is vormvrij.’
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Annex 3: Gentlemens Agreement (Dutch Version)

...............................................................................
Only the relevant text of the agreement related to RIS will be shown.
The full text can be downloaded at:
1. http://www.verkeerenwaterstaat.nl/actueel/nieuws/ministerpei
jsenbinnenvaarttekenenconvenant.aspx (found 03-01-2007)
2. www.vaart.nl/log/images/0611convenant.pdf (found 03-012007)
1. De minister van Verkeer en Waterstaat, handelend in haar
hoedanigheid als bestuursorgaan en als rechtsgeldige
vertegenwoordiger van de Staat der Nederlanden, gezeteld te ’sGravenhage, in het vervolg aangeduid als ‘de Staat’
en
2. Koninklijke Schuttevaer, rechtsgeldig vertegenwoordigd door
mevrouw A. Jorritsma-Lebbink;
3. Kantoor Binnenvaart, rechtsgeldig vertegenwoordigd door de heer
dr. J.T. van den Berg;
4. Centraal Bureau voor de Rijn- en Binnenvaart, rechtsgeldig
vertegenwoordigd door Jhr. H.J.M. van der Wyck,
5. Vereniging van sleep- en duwbooteigenaren Rijn en IJssel,
rechtsgeldig vertegenwoordigd door de heer J.A. Groenewold.
De partijen 2 tot en met 5, in het vervolg aangeduid als ‘de
branchepartijen’.
De partijen 1 tot en met 5 worden in het vervolg aangeduid als ‘de
partijen’.
Overwegende dat:
- uit een marktonderzoek gebleken is dat binnenvaart een eigen en
sterke positie in het totale goederenvervoer in/via Nederland inneemt;
- het overall marktaandeel binnenvaart 37% van het vervoerde gewicht
en 56% van de vervoersprestatie bedraagt;
- het huidig vervoer binnenvaart overeenkomt met ca. 15 miljoen
vrachtwagenbewegingen, hetgeen ca. 50% van het huidige aantal
vrachtwagenbewegingen bedraagt;
- vaarwegen nog onbenutte capaciteit hebben;
- de binnenvaart een veilige, efficiënte en betrouwbare wijze is om
goederen binnen Europa te vervoeren en daarmee een onmisbare
functie vervult in het nationale en internationale goederentransport;
- de binnenvaart in staat is een aanzienlijk deel van de verwachte groei
van het goederenvervoer op te vangen en nieuwe markten te bedienen,
zeker als zij efficiënter benut wordt en de reservecapaciteit van het
vaarwegennetwerk wordt aangesproken;
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- de Europese Commissie onlangs een mededeling inzake de
binnenvaart heeft gepubliceerd waarin deze potenties onderkend zijn
en waarin de wens is uitgesproken om de positie van de binnenvaart als
vervoersmodaliteit te verbeteren en te versterken;
- de binnenvaart beschikt over belangrijke voordelen, zoals weinig
ongevallen en een laag energieverbruik per ton/km. Mede hierdoor kan
de binnenvaart de uitdaging aangaan om ook in de toekomst de meest
schone en veiligste vervoersmodaliteit van de toekomst te zijn;
- de binnenvaartsector streeft naar een groter aandeel van de
binnenvaart in het totale goederenvervoer binnen Nederland en het
continentale goederenvervoer van- naar de Nederlandse zeehavens;
- de grootste kansen voor het stimuleren van vervoer over water
gelegen zijn in het behouden, versterken en uitbreiden van (nieuwe)
adequate natte aansluitingen op bedrijfsterreinen en binnenhavens;
- het wenselijk is vanuit Nederland de realisering van adequaat
internationaal vaarwegennetwerk en de oplossing van knelpunten te
bevorderen;
- door de partijen gestreefd wordt naar de instandhouding van
fijnmazige vaarwegennetwerk;
- de partijen streven naar een nieuwe toekomst voor het kleine schip en
dat hiervoor maatregelen noodzakelijk zijn;
- de Staat onder meer in het kader van Andere Overheid streeft naar
het vereenvoudigen van de regelgeving en ernaar streeft hieraan een
verdere bijdrage te blijven leveren;
- partijen rekening houden met het feit dat er aan boord van schepen
niet alleen wordt gewerkt maar ook wordt gewoond en dat dit
faciliteiten vraagt in relatie met de (communicatie met) de wal.
- innovaties van cruciaal belang zijn om de binnenvaartsector verder te
ontwikkelen en de huidige en toekomstige marktpositie te verbeteren;
- het wenselijk is daarbij zo goed mogelijk aansluiting te zoeken bij de
maatregelen die door de Europese Commissie ter bevordering van de
binnenvaart worden voorbereid;
- de branchepartijen een eigen verantwoordelijkheid hebben om de
integratie van de binnenvaart in de totale transportketen te bevorderen
door intensiever samen te werken met andere partijen in die keten.

Komen het volgende overeen:

Hoofdstuk 1 Algemeen
Artikel 1 Doel
1. Het doel van dit convenant is te bevorderen dat de
binnenvaartsector zijn potenties beter kan benutten en dat op een zo
schoon, veilig en efficiënt mogelijke wijze.
De Staat zal dit doen door binnen de financiële kaders van de
begroting, het Meerjarenplan Infrastructuur en Transport en de Nota
Mobiliteit, financiële, juridische en organisatorische randvoorwaarden
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te scheppen.
De branchepartijen zullen dit doen door in de dagelijkse
vervoerspraktijk daadwerkelijk uitvoering te geven aan acties die dit
doel dienen; door hun invloed aan te wenden in nationale en
internationale gremia, door onderzoeken uit te voeren, door faciliteiten
voor de gehele sector aan te bieden en door middel van het uitvoeren
van communicatiecampagnes.
2. Aan dit doel wordt invulling gegeven door het maken van afspraken
over de volgende thema’s:
a. Duurzaamheid;
b. Innovatie;
c. Marktpotenties
d. Vereenvoudiging regelgeving en administratieve procedures
e. RIS
Hoofdstuk 6 River Information Services (RIS)
Artikel 8
1. Na het onafhankelijke onderzoek naar de mogelijkheden van AIS
(Automatic Identification System van UN/IMO) en AI-IP (Automatische
Identificatie met Internet Protocol) kiest de Staat, om redenen van
vergroting van de veiligheid, voor de invoering van AIS zoals bedoeld in
de RIS-Directive 2005/44/EU voor de binnenwateren. Een verplichting
tot het aan boord hebben van AIS is niet vòòr 2009 voorzien.
2. De branchepartijen respecteren vanuit het perspectief van grotere
veiligheid deze keuze. Het is voor hen daarbij essentieel dat:
a. de Staat bereid is om gedurende de periode van vrijwillige invoering,
voor een nader te bepalen deel van de kosten van de aanschaf en
installatie van AIS aan boord van binnenschepen, een rol te spelen in de
financiering. Hierbij geldt als aanname dat de Europese Commissie
hiermee accoord gaat.
b. uit privacy-overwegingen het uit te zenden AIS-bericht beperkt zal
blijven tot de positie van het schip en identificatie.

3. Indien partijen over de in artikel 2 genoemde punten tot
overeenstemming geraken, zijn de branchepartijen, onder de huidige
waarborgen van de privacy, bereid loyaal mee te werken aan de
vrijwillige invoering van AIS.

Hoofdstuk 7 Slotbepalingen
Artikel 9 Nakomen van afspraken en evaluatie
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1. Partijen gaan gezamenlijk, ieder vanuit de eigen mogelijkheden en
verantwoordelijkheden, tot 2011 een inspanningsverplichting aan voor
de uitvoering van de bovenstaande punten;
2. De partijen zullen jaarlijks bijeenkomen om de resultaten te
bespreken. Van deze bespreking zal een verslag worden gemaakt.

Artikel 10 Communicatie
1. Voor de branchepartijen fungeert het secretariaat van het
Brancheoverleg Binnenvaart12 als aanspreekpunt richting de Staat. Zijn
taak is bij te dragen aan een nauwe onderlinge samenwerking bij de
uitvoering van dit convenant teneinde bij de uitvoering van dit
convenant een nauwe onderlinge samenwerking te betrachten en de
communicatie hierover efficiënt te laten verlopen.
2. De partijen rapporteren alleen na gezamenlijk hiertoe te hebben
besloten over de voortgang van de afspraken in dit convenant richting
de media.

Artikel 11 Onvoorziene omstandigheden.
1. De partijen treden met elkaar in overleg indien zich onvoorziene
omstandigheden voordoen welke van dien aard zijn dat naar
maatstaven van redelijkheid en billijkheid ongewijzigde instandhouding
van deze convenant niet mag worden verwacht. Zij zullen in goed
overleg bezien voor wiens rekening de onvoorziene omstandigheden
behoren te komen en zullen zonodig dit convenant daaraan aanpassen.
2. De partijen merken als onvoorziene omstandigheid in elk geval aan
de situatie dat formele regelingen of besluiten leiden tot de niet of
slechts gedeeltelijke goedkeuring, de schorsing of de vernietiging van
besluiten die uit dit convenant voortvloeien, één en ander met inbegrip
van wijzigingen van regelingen, beleidswijzigingen of onherroepelijke
beslissingen van een overheid of rechterlijke instantie.
3. Elk van de partijen is gerechtigd dit convenant geheel of gedeeltelijk
buiten rechte te ontbinden wegens een toerekenbare tekortkoming.

Artikel 12 Geschillenregeling
Op dit convenant is het Nederlands recht van toepassing.
2.
Alle geschillen welke mochten ontstaan naar aanleiding van dit
convenant zullen worden beslecht door de bevoegde burgerlijke rechter
te Den Haag. Er is sprake van een geschil zodra één van de Partijen dit
schriftelijk aan de andere partijen meldt. Partijen dienen hierop met

12

Dit Brancheoverleg wordt periodiek gevoerd tussen de branchepartijen. Intern zal een

taakverdeling over de contacten met de Staat over het convenant worden afgesproken.
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elkaar in overleg te treden teneinde te bezien of in der minne een
oplossing voor dit geschil kan worden bereikt.

Artikel 13 Looptijd van het convenant
Rechtsgevolgen welke voortvloeien uit dit convenant en die naar hun
aard geacht worden door te werken of eventueel ontstaan na de
beëindiging van dit convenant, worden afgehandeld overeenkomstig
het bepaalde in dit convenant.
Dit convenant treedt in werking één dag na de ondertekening ervan en
eindigt 31 december 2011.
Artikel 14
1. De bijlagen bij dit convenant vormen daarvan een integraal
onderdeel. Ingeval van strijdigheid tussen het bepaalde in een bijlage
en het convenant prevaleert het convenant.
2. Indien een bepaling van dit convenant in enige mate als nietig,
vernietigbaar, ongeldig, onwettig of anderszins als niet-bindend moet
worden beschouwd, zal die bepaling, voorzover nodig, uit dit
convenant worden verwijderd en worden vervangen door een bepaling
die wél bindend en rechtsgeldig is en die de inhoud van de niet-geldige
bepaling zoveel als mogelijk benadert. Het overige deel van dit
convenant blijft in een dergelijke situatie ongewijzigd.
3. Binnen tien werkdagen na ondertekening van dit convenant wordt
de zakelijke inhoud daarvan door de Staat gepubliceerd in de
Staatscourant.

dd. 14 november 2006
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Toelichting
In deze toelichting is - waar nodig - per artikel aangegeven welke
inhoudelijke overwegingen ten grondslag hebben gelegen aan de
gemaakte afspraken en welk gezamenlijk doel de partijen zich met deze
afspraken gesteld hebben.
Artikel 8 River Information Services
De Staat werkt momenteel aan de invoering van de EU Richtlijn over
geharmoniseerde River Information Services (RIS) op de
binnenwateren. Deze richtlijn moet bijdragen aan o.a. de verbetering
van de veiligheid, doeltreffendheid en milieuvriendelijkheid van de
binnenvaart. Over de implementatie van RIS bestaan reeds afspraken
tussen de Staat en de branche (Bureau Telematica). Op een aantal
punten was nog geen brede overeenstemming bereikt. Het betreft met
name de invoering van een meld- en volgsysteem.
Om het concept RIS in Nederland te kunnen invoeren, is het
noodzakelijk dat een keuze wordt gemaakt over het meld- en
volgsysteem voor de binnenvaart. Introductie van automatische melden volgsystemen is nodig om de kwaliteit van diensten als
verkeersgeleiding en begeleiding, calamiteitenbestrijding en logistieke
planning wezenlijk te verbeteren.
De Staat heeft in overleg met de branchepartijen een studie laten
verrichten naar de voor- en nadelen van de thans beschikbare meld- en
volgsystemen, te weten AI-S en AI-IP. Uit de rapportage is gebleken
dat het systeem AIS uit oogpunt van veiligheid duidelijke voordelen
heeft t.o.v. AI-IP. Daarom kiest de Staat voor het systeem AI-S.
De Staat kiest voor een invoeringsstrategie waarbij het AI-S systeem
eerst op basis van vrijwilligheid zal worden geïmplementeerd.
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Annex 4: Figure Application Landscape

...............................................................................

The Rijkswaterstaat layout of this document makes it a bloody
nightmare to insert the figure of the application landscape at this
moment. This will be done at the very last possible moment, in order to
keep this document safe!
My apologise for the inconvenience
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Annex 5: Structure of European Legislation

...............................................................................
This annex will map out the various forms of European legislation. As
there is a RIS Directive this will be addressed first, then the other forms
are discussed. This information is additional to paragraph 1.3.1.
Structure of European Legislation
A directive is a legislative act of the European Union which requires
member states to achieve a particular result without dictating the
means of achieving that result. How each country puts the directive
into effect depends on their legal structure, and may vary. Directives
are only binding on the member states to which they are addressed,
which can be just one member state or a group of them.
The European Union knows two forms of legislation; primary and
secondary legislation.
Primary legislation includes the European Union Treaties as well as
other agreements, which have similar status. Examples of a treaty are:
§ The Single European Act (1987),
§ The Treaty on European Union - 'Maastricht Treaty' (1992),
§ The Treaty of Amsterdam (1997), which entered into force on 1
May 1999.
Secondary legislation is based on the Treaties, and implies a variety of
procedures defined in different articles thereof. This can take several
forms:
§ Regulations, which are directly applicable and binding in all EU
Member States without the need for any national implementing
legislation.
§ Directives which bind Member States as to the objectives to be
achieved within a certain time-limit, while leaving to the
national authorities the choice of form and means. Directives
have to be implemented in national legislation in accordance
with the procedures of the individual Member States.
§ Decisions, which are binding in all their aspects for those to
whom they are addressed. Decisions do not require national
implementing legislation. A Decision may be addressed to any
or all Member States, to enterprises or to individuals.
§ Recommendations and opinions, which are not binding.
In addition, the Council and the Commission have several other
instruments at hand: Communications from the Commission are used
as bases for Council discussions. Council Conclusions are politically
binding for the Council and indicative for the Commission.
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Annex 6: Brief History of RIS

...............................................................................
This annex will give the reader some additional information of the
history of RIS.
History of RIS
The concept of RIS has first been detailed in the INDRIS project. INDRIS
stands for Inland Navigation Demonstrator for River Information
Services. The project was a joint venture between national public
authorities, the transport industry, the ICT-industry and research
institutes from Austria, Germany, Belgium, France, Italy and the
Netherlands. The project has started in January 1998 and ended in June
2000. The project started by describing the functions of RIS for all
potential users (public authorities and transport industry) and specifying
relevant information processes. INDRIS lead to the European wide
acceptance of the RIS concept (INDRIS, 2000). After the INDRIS project
the Ministry of Transport, Public Works and Water Management
(Rijkswaterstaat) started the STIS project. STIS stands for “Scheepvaart
Transport Informatie Services”. In this project the RIS concept for the
situation in the Netherlands was investigated. COMPRIS (Consortium
Operational Management Platform River Information Services) is one of
the Fifth Framework research and demonstration projects in the Growth
Programme of the European Commission. It is a follow-up of the
successful INDRIS project. The main objective of COMPRIS is to
enhance the existing concept of RIS. The COMPRIS project will be the
last phase in the development life cycle of the RIS concept (AVV,
2003). The project started in September 2002 and will last 36 months.
The project is a co-operation between 44 - Public and Private - partners
from the following European countries: Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria,
France, Germany, Hungary, the Netherlands, Romania, Sweden,
Slovakia, and the Ukraine.
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